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FOREWORD 
THE PEAVEY is like a forest; though the stand has 
developed and improved under the fine management 
of forest crews throughout the years, still each sea-
son the stand must be cruised, thinned, logged, and 
replenished. 
In true,Minnesota heritage the PEAVEY stock sur-
vived the lean years of drouth in 1933, and withstood 
its losses in the conflagration of 1941. Despite skele-
ton crews in 1944 and 1945, the PEAVEY maintained 
its yield. More than one year the costs of mainte-
nance exceeded profits. Still the timber grows taller, 
its roots gaining firmer hold, its tops suggesting 
heights yet unscaled. 
Maintaining the output of past years requires 
much effort; surpassing it was our goal. We pre-
sent then, the 194 7 harvest - may you find the in-
crement a profitable return on your investment. 
THE 1947 PEAVEY STAFF 
DEDICATION 
EDWARD GHEEN CH EYNEY 
To him who gladly, ably, and without self-emulation contributed 
over forty years of unselfish and immeasurably beneficial service 
toward the establishment and development of forestry in Minne-
sota and at our University, we of the Forestry Club dedicate this, 
our 1947 GOPHER PEAVEY •... It is with deep sorrow that we 
see him complete his last year of teaching at Minnesota. No words 
can express our gratitude for his patience and tolerance in guiding 
our way. We will miss that voice of guidance whose seriousness 
of intent was always tempered with typical Cheyney wit. 
FEATURE ARTICLES 
Falls-Pigt<>n Ri1•tr 
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Ed11t1ard Gheen Cheyney 
- by H. H. CHAPMAN 
As an acclaimed mcm~r of the profession, as a 
teacher and a scholar, as a friend and admirer, 
one great forester tributes another. 
When a teacher who has left his per-
sonal impress on the entire body of grad-
uates of an institution since its origin, 
reaches the age when he exchanges the 
heavy burden of fixed hours for lectures, 
field work and preparation; kicks up his 
heels and is turned out into the green 
pastures posted with the sign ''Emeri-
tus," the school which he cradled in its 
infancy, now grown to full professional 
maturity, may well pause in its busy 
grind to take a long look at the old war 
horse and perhaps wonder what he will 
be up to now. No need to worry. Re-
tirement, decadence and demise are syn-
onymous only for those miserable slaves 
of business routine who are lost when 
their habits are severed and they are 
forced to an unnatural leisure. The ver-
satile man has arrears of activities to 
catch up with, including a few post-
poned vacation trips, some books to 
write, community activities clamoring 
f . d h ... " or assistance, an ot er pnmrose 
paths beckoning him. Y ouch begins at 
68 for the retired professor. 
Edward Gheen Cheyney was born 
November 24, 1878, at Washington, 
D. C., the son of Rufus T. Cheyney 
of the U. S. Navy Department. His 
mother was Lucie Marie de Brun in (de 
Bolmar) Cheyney . This blend of Eng-
lish and French ancestry left its mark 
on the heir, and his independence of 
character may in part be traced to his 
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maternal grandfather who was an aide 
of Napoleon at the battle of Waterloo. 
Cheyney graduated from Cornell Uni-
versity with the degree of AB. in 1900. 
After two years in industry with the 
Deering Harvester Company and the 
B. & 0. R.R., and a term as a tutor in 
Florida, his interest was aroused in for-
estry. He joined the ranks of Gifford 
Pinchot's recruits as a student assistant 
of which it was said, "You get ~25.00 
a month and eat yourself." T exas, North 
Carolina and southern Colorado initiat· 
ed him into the mysteries of working 
plans that do not work, and he reached 
for more education, entering the Yale 
School of Forestry in the fall of 1904. 
Forestry education in those days was 
itself an experiment in improvision and 
adaptation of European principles and 
maxims to raw American conditions. The 
young man, with a restless mind, sought 
to encompass two years' work in one. 
But this was not to be thought of, and 
he decided that he would let well enough 
alone, get all he could, and dispense with 
the degree for which the price was an 
additional year of attendance at Yale. 
Was this decision a forerunner of the 
choice facing more modern foresters, be-
tween the Bachelor's; Master's, and Doc-
tor's degrees as requisites for advance-
ment in teaching? At any rate, in 1905, 
Professor Samuel B. Green thought that 
in Cheyney he had found a teacher, and 
generations of Minnesota graduates will 
applaud his good judgment. Meanwhile, 
Cheyney had found his future wife at 
Appalachicola, Florida (the scene of his 
tutoring experience) in Miss Harriet 
Frances Porter, whom he married Sep-
tember 11, 1907, and brought to Min-
nesota. 
Cheyney, after his initial term as assist-
ant and then instructor, was made Assist-
ant Professor 1n 1907, and in 1911 be-
came Professor of Forestry. Professor 
Green's plan of securing the use of Itasca 
Park for a summer camp in forestry 
went through in 1909, and Cheyney was 
placed in charge. His active connection 
with summer field work never ceased 
from this time on, and it was here that 
he achieved his greatest success and in-
fluence on the students whose reactions 
he fully and sympathetically understood. 
Between 1905 and 1912, Cheyney 
and John P. Wentling, who was added 
to the staff in 1909, taught the entire 
range of forestry subjects except for a 
course or two by Prof. Green. In the 
latter year occurred Prof. Green's sud-
den death of heart failure while at the 
Itasca camp, and Cheyney was appoint-
ed chief of the Forestry Division at the 
College of Agriculture. He held the po-
sition of chief or acting chief until 1925 
when Dr. Henry Schmitz was appointed 
to head the forestry division, afterwards 
combined into the School of Agriculture, 
Forestry and Home Economics. Chey-
ney' s reaction to this replacement as head 
of the division was one of complete loy-
alty to the new chief and concentration 
on his forte of teaching. In this he re-
sembled the greatly loved Dr. William 
W. Folwell, former President of the 
University of Minnesota, and succeeded 
by Cyrus Northrop. Cheyney had inti-
( 9] 
mated his desire to retire as head as 
early as 1918. Since 192 5, with full and 
friendly cooperation between the Dean's 
office and the faculty, Cheyney contin-
ued to improve his instruction and his 
influence on the students. Not for him 
the cut-and-dried presentation of obso· 
lete facts. He is one of those rare per-
sonalities who have the power to stimu-
late thinking and observation among · 
their students. 
Recently ( 194 2) he completed and 
published the summation of his work in 
his chosen subject: American Silvics and 
Silviculture. For recreation he wrote a 
series of popular books for boys, whose 
hero was "Scott Burton." Other prod-
ucts of his pen are The Farm Woodlot, 
1914 and 1926; What Tree ls That, 
1929; Fores try in Minnesota, 1928; 
Silvics, 1929; This ls Our Land, with 
T. Schantz-Hansen, 1940; and numer-
ous articles in popular and professional 
magazines. 
Except for one short illness brought 
on by "flu," Cheyney has never missed 
a day in his 4 3 years of teaching. His 
future plans contemplate at least a sea-
sonal residence at Appalachicola, Flor-
ida, where intellectual pursuits can be 
sandwiched in between fishing and, per-
haps, sun bathing. But as an anchor to 
windward the Cheyneys are not parting 
with their house in the Park. From one 
Emeritus to another, let me say that the 
staff and the students will miss you, 
E. G. May you thrive on the freedom 
of choice and action which your new 
status gives you and be often in evidence 
at the School and Alumni gatherings, 
to whose success you have so frequently 
contributed as toastmaster par excellence. 
forestry Education in Minnesota 
-By Professor E. G. Cheyney 
Great oaks from little acorns - a great school 
of forestry born of human hope; how better told 
than by a man who helped plant the seedling and 
watched it grow. 
Minnesota was probably the first state 
in the Union to give any consideration 
to forestry education. As early as 1884 
President Folwell, the first president of 
the University, made a recommendation 
to the Board of Regents for the estab-
lishment of a school of forestry at the 
University. Senator· McMillan of this 
state introduced into Congress a bill to 
provide a land ·grant to this proposed 
school. However, the recommendation 
was not followed and Minnesota lost 
the honor of inaugurating forestry edu-
cation in America. 
After the initial interest the project 
lay idle for about thirteen years when it 
was revived through the personal interest 
of a professor of horticulture, Samuel B. 
Green, Chief of the Division of Horti-
culture. He possibly became interested 
in forestry through his friendship with 
Gen. C. C. Andrews who was appointed 
Ambassador to Sweden and who had 
made quite a study of forestry in Europe. 
Whatever the source of his inspira-
tions, certain it is that Professor Green 
began taking an active interest in for-
estry about 1896. He made a trip to 
Europe about that time and made a 
careful study of the forestry practices 
in the different countries that he visited. 
When he returned he proceeded to put 
that knowledge to use. 
There were only about twenty stu-
dents in the College of Agriculture at 
that time and the curriculum was some-
[ 10] 
what fluid. Each professor introduced 
new courses pretty much to suit himself. 
Professor Green took advantage of the 
situation to start some forestry courses. 
The curriculum had something of the 
nature of T opsey; it just grew, and con-
sequently was somewhat illogical and 
haphazard. But it must be remembered 
that this was one of the first attempts at 
forestry education in the United States. 
Schenck had already started his Master 
School at Biltmore, but the first degree 
in the country had not yet been awarded 
at Cornell University. The way had to 
be felt out tentatively and it was natural 
that it should have been more or less 
shaky at first. 
H. H. Chapman was among the first, 
if not the first, to take advantage of 
these courses. Harold Cuzner followed 
close behind him. W. T. Cox, Dillon 
Tierney, Samuel Detwiler, and Frank 
Rockwell made up the next class and on 
the strength of such numbers Professor 
Green decided to employ an assistant. 
In the fall of 1905 E. G. Cheyney, 
who had had some experience in the U. 
S. Forest Service and a year of work in 
the Yale Forest School, was added to the 
staff. He found himself confronted with 
an unprecedented class of sixteen stu-
dents. The next year, under the stimu-
lus of the transfer of the National For-
est Reserves to the control of the Forest 
Service, the freshman class numbered 
fifty-five students. 
At that time the curriculum was a 
strange hybrid mixture. Forestry was 
merely a sub-division of the horticultural 
division. All applicants for admission 
had to know how to milk a cow and 
harness a horse, or they could not get in. 
The freshman year was a strange anom· 
aly. The new student registered both as a 
freshman in the College of Agriculture 
and as a senior in the School of Agricul-
ture. His course, no matter what his ulti-
mate objective, consisted of a strange 
mixture of animal husbandry, agronomy, 
horticulture, veterinary medicine, chem-
istry, forestry, etc. When he completed 
the freshman year, he was graduated 
from the School of Agriculture. During 
the next three years the student was per-
mitted to devote his time to the funda-
menal sciences and the specialiZation of 
his choice. 
By the year 1907-8 the forestry course , 
had been rounded out and the number 
of students had been increased to the 
point where Professor Green felt justi-
fied in demanding that the forestry 
course be set up as a separate curriculum. 
Registration in the School of Agricul-
ture was no longer required. Foresters 
followed a highly specialized course and 
at the end of four years received the de-
gree of Bachelor of Science in Forestry. 
The same year J. P. Wentling of the 
Forest Academy at Mount Alto, Pa., 
was added to the staff. 
Professor Green, who also was a mem-
ber of the State Forestry Board, ar-
ranged to establish a camp for the stu-
dents at Itasca Park in the summer of 
1907. The purpose of this camp was to 
start cutting out the :firebreaks along the 
boundaries of the park and it was under 
the directorship of Professor Cheyney. 
That was probably the source of the idea 
to use Itasca Park as a summer station 
[ 11} 
for the forestry students, and with Pro-
fessor Green, to have an idea was to put 
it into effect. 
The following year he obtained a con-
cession from the Forestry Board to estab-
lish a summer ·station for the School of 
Forestry at Itasca Park. It was to be 
located on the site of the old superin-
tendent's headquarters. There was an 
old shell of a two-story frame building 
and an old log barn. It had been aban· 
doned three years before and apparently 
neglected long before that. The area was 
almost completely overgrown with spruce 
and balsam reproduction. 
A cook shack was built in the spring 
of 1908, and that same year the :first 
faculty cabin, now cabin No. 2, was also 
built. 
Arrangements were made for the jun-
ior class to spend sixteen weeks at this 
new forestry station in the ,study of men-
suration, silviculture, surveying and plant 
pathology. As the University was then 
on a semester basis, the junior class of 
foresters was in the middle of the spring 
semester. They went to Itasca about the 
:first of April and remained there until 
approximately the first of August. The 
men lived in tents and ate in the cook 
shack. 
In recognition of the current demand, 
a short course in nature study was start-
ed. The students were largely school 
teachers, but there were also some high 
school students who were prospective 
foresters, The course opened about the 
15th of June and lasted four weeks. The 
students lived in tents and boarded with 
the foresters. Professor Dietrich Lange, 
Principal of Mechanic Arts High School 
in St. Paul and a well known naturalist, 
was hired to aid in the instruction. This ment was transferred to Cloquet in 192 4, 
short course was dropped after about but the silvicultural work was still given 
three years. at Itasca. After Professor Wentling's 
The junior field work was continued resignation in 1928, all the junior work 
in much the same form until about 1920. was given at Cloquet, but the freshman 
Dormitories, faculty quarters, and service continued to serve the six weeks term of 
buildings were added from time to time, field work at Itasca. About 1918 Father 
until a crude but fairly adequate equip- Howard, a scoutmaster from St. Paul, 
ment was attained. Itasca was a good brought a group of Eagle Scouts up to 
place for the study of the virgin forest, the Park for a field trip. Out of this 
but it was a park and it was impossible grew the University of Scouting, a co-
to cut any timber. operative enterprise between the Univer-
In the meanwhile it .had become ap- sity and the Boy Scouts of America for 
parent that some field work was desir- the training of Scoutmasters. This has 
able for the freshmen. Therefore a six been in operation for twenty-nine years. 
weeks course for freshmen was inaug- During that period it has helped to train 
urated at Itasca about 1915. They were over a thousand men and has gained a 
in camp at the same time as the juniors. country-wide reputation. 
It was evident at an early date that From 1908 to 1910 the horticultural 
such experimental and research work as and forestry <;livisions were separate divi-
the forestry division should do, could not sions on an equal footing, but Professor 
be done either at Itasca Park or at Uni- Green was the chief of both divisions. 
versity Farm. Cloquet was then a big The forestry work had developed rapid-
sa wmill town and Mr. Frederick Weyer- ly and in 1910 Professor Green was in-
haeuser, Sr., of Cloquet, had served for strumental in getting the Regents to pass 
some time on the State Forestry Board an act that made the forestry division 
with Professor Green. They way seemed into a college with Green as Dean. Pos-
clear to Professor Green for the acquisi- sibly this could have worked out to the 
tion of a tract of land for experimental advantage of the forestry division but it 
purposes. He persuaded the Weyerhaeu- did not meet with favor from the new 
sers to give to the Forest School a tract Director of the Agricultural Department 
of almost 2200 'acres of forest land. or from the Dean of the Agricultural 
They gave the land outright together College. 
with all the jack pine on it and sold the Professor Green might have had the 
University about 2,000,000 feet of Nor- strength to ignore such opposition, but 
way and White Pine timber at cost. Sev- unfortunately he died suddenly from a 
eral-Indian allotments within the bound- heart attack at Itasca Park in the sum-
ary were also acquired. The negotiations mer of 191 O before the new college was 
were completed in 1909 and the Cloquet firmly established. Cheyney was appoint-
Forest Experiment Station was on its ed to Professor Green's place as Dean 
way. of the College of Forestry in 1911. 
The junior class field work in manage- However, the College of Forestry was 
[ 12} 
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to be short-lived, and the same. year saw 
its abolition and reduction to a division 
within the newly created College of Ag-
riculture, Forestry and Home Econom-
ics. In view of the comparatively small 
registration in the forestry curriculum 
at that time, it may have seemed a wise 
thing to do. 
J. H. Allison, who was a graduate of 
the Yale Forest School in 1906 and had 
been employed by the Forest Service in 
the Southwest since graduation, was add-
ed to the faculty in 1913 to handle for-
est management. 
About this time the U. S. Forest Serv-
ice fell on lean years and was unable to 
absorb all the students· turned out by the 
forest schools. In order to meet this 
crisis courses in utilization were intro-
duced to prepare men for the lumber 
industry. Minnesota was one of the first 
schools, if not the first forest school, to 
recognize this need. It has been devel-
oped into a strong branch of the curric-
ulum. But even with this prop the fail-
ure to place all graduates soon brought 
about a drastic reduction in the entering 
classes, with registration striking an all-
time peacetime low in the 1916-17 col-
lege year. After World War I registra-
tion began to rise. 
In 1924 the Lake States Forest Ex-
periment Station w~s established at 
University Farm in cooperation with the 
University Forestry Division, and Ra-
phael Zon, the Director of the Station, 
was made a professor in the University. 
In 1926 Cheyney was replaced as chief 
of the division by Dr. Henry Schmitz, 
a graduate of the forest school of the 
University of Washington and a Ph.D. 
in plant pathology from Washington 
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University in St. Louis. Schmitz came 
to Minnesota from the University of 
Idaho. 
The school immediately responded -to 
the change with a new era of prosperity. 
The establishment of the CCC made for-
estry the only profession in the United 
States with no unemployed and students 
poured ino the forest school till registra-
tion reached the all-time peak of 525 
students. 
Professor R. M. Brown was added to 
the faculty in 1927. He was a graduate 
in forestry of Cornell University and 
had served for some years in the Forest 
Service. He took over the work in Men-
suration. 
In 1928 Professor Wentling resigned 
and his place was taken by L. W. Rees, 
a Ph.D. from the New York State Col-
lege of Forestry. 
The curriculum was then revised and 
considerably broadened. Several special-
izations were established: ( 1) Forest 
Management; (2) Range Management; 
(3) Wild Life Management; (4) Lum-
ber Manufacture and Construction; (5) 
Wood Technology. 
In 1940 it became evident that ade-
quate training in forestry, with its new 
requirements and side lines, could not 
be given in four years and, consequently, 
a fifth year was added. A Bachelor of 
Science degree was still given at the end 
of four years, but much of the technical 
work was concentrated in a fifth year in 
cooperation. with the Graduate School. 
Successful completion of the fifth year 
leads to the professional degree of Mas-
ter of Forestry. The MF degree was 
awarded for the first time in 1946, to . 
four students: Robert Beebe, Glenn 
Evans, Bernard Granum, and Norman 
Sorge. 
In 1940 Dr. Frank Kaufert, a grad-
uate of Minnesota, was added to the 
staff. He had been with the du Pont 
Company for several years and shortly 
after his arrival was grabbed by the Ma-
dison Forest Products Laboratory for the 
duration .of the war. He returned to the 
University in 194 5 and was made assist-
ant chief of the Division. As Doctor 
Schmitz had been promoted to Dean of 
the College of Agriculture, Forestry and 
Home Economics in 1944, it was neces-
sary that he have some assistance in ad-
ministering the work of the Division. 
In the meanwhile a significant devel-
opment had been: taking place at the 
Cloquet Forest Experiment Station. 
When the station was established, 
Dillon ·p. Tierney, a Minnesota gradu-
at~, was put in charge. He had barely 
started the work and built the foreman's 
house there when he was appointed 
Assistant State Forester: 
He was. succeeded by William H. 
Kenety, a Minnesota graduate. Raphael 
Zon was nominally in charge of the sta-
tioti, bttt Kenety was in direct charge. 
He organized the work and initiated 
many.. long-time experiments. In 1921 
he resigned to accept a position with the 
Northwest Paper Company. 
Kenety was succeeded by G. H. Wig-
gins of the class of 1913', who served 
as superintendent for two years. He re-
signed to accept a position with a lum-
ber company. Later he went to the Ken-
tucky Agricultural Experiment Station 
as superintendent. of the Robinson For-
est Experiment Station. 
[ 14] 
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Mr. T. S. Hansen of the class of 
1915 succeeded Wiggins in 1923 and is 
still in charge. 
The physical plant at Cloquet has 
expanded tremendously. A house was 
built for the superintendent, and various 
barns, garages, and warehouses were con-
structed. A combined bunk house and 
dining hall was built to accommodate 
the students who were taking their 
spring quarter work at the station. This 
building was later supplemented by a 
group of dormitory cabins and a bath 
house. Prior to 1918 a small club house 
was built for the use of non-resident fac-
ulty members. This burned in 1932 and 
was rebuilt during the fall and winter of 
1932-33. 
About 1920 the station was assigned 
the job of growing nursery stock on con-
tract for the State Forest Service. After 
a year or two a failure of ·state appro-
priations broke up the agreement. Since 
then the nursery has once again shrunk 
to experimental proportions. 
The increased interest in wood tech-
nology ·and demand for more training 
in pulp and paper and wood chemistry 
resulted in the addition to the staff in 
1945 of Dr. Ralph Hossfeld. He is a 
graduate of Idaho with a Ph.D. in chem-
istry from the University of M.innesota 
and several years of experience with the 
Marathon Paper Corporation of Roth-
schild, Wisconsin. 
In the same year, John Zivnuska, who 
received his B.S. and M.S. degrees from 
the California School of Forestry was 
added to the staff as an instructor in log-
ging and protection. 
OUR FORESTRY SCHOOL 
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) . H . ALLISON 
R., M. BROWN 
J. A. ZIVNUKA 
F. H. KAUFERT 
HENRY SCHMITZ 
Chit/ of Division 
T . SCHANTZ-HANSEN 
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E. G. CH EYNEY 
L. W. REES 
R. L. HOSSFELD 
Our Faculty 
JOHN H. ALLISON 
B.S. '05, M.F. '06, Yale Forest School 
Organizations: Alpha Zeta; Tau Phi Delta; Xi 
Sigma Pi; American Forestry Association; Masonic 
Fraternity; Society of American Foresters. 
Hobbies: J. H. claims that he has become more 
and more deficient in these organizations annually 
but that he may develop one or more soon. Dare 
we suggest facts and figures? 
Future Plans: Get away from Minnesota for at 
least one winter after retiring. (After the past win-
ter this can be stamped as an appropriate and logical 
solution to our weather problem.) 
EDWARD G. CHEYNEY 
A.B. 1900, Cornell University; 
Yale Forest School, one year 
Organizations: Alpha Phi Omega; Alpha Zeta; 
Gamma Sigma Delta; Sigma Xi; Tau Phi Delta; 
Xi Sigma Pi; Hoo Hoo Club; Society of American 
Foresters. 
Hobby: Writing "no good" stuff, according to 
E. G. himself. 
Future Plan.s: Write, catch crabs, and eat sea food 
the rest of my life. 
FRANK H. KAUFERT 
B.S. '28, M.S. '30, Ph.D. '35, University of Minnesota 
Organiz;ations: Alpha Zeta; Gamma Alpha; Gamma Sigma Delta; Sigma 
Xi; Xi Sigma Pi; American Association for Advancement of Science; Ameri-
can Wood Preservers Association; Botanical Society; Forest Products Research 
Society; Hoo Hoo dub; Society of American Foresters. 
Hobby: Wood Carving. 
Future Plans: Although nothing was mentioned, the Editor wonders if Dr. 
Kaufert isn't engaged in future plans at the present time-plans consisting of 
continuous work for the betterment of the Department and the University. 
RANDOLPH M. BROWN 
B.S. '20, M.F. '24, Cornell University 
Organizations: Alpha Zeta; Sigma Xi; Xi Sigma 
Pi; Hoo Hoo Club; Society of American Foresters. 
Hobbies: To quote Mr. Brown: "Photography. 
As E. G. says, I must be a shutter dicker because 
he never sees any of the pictures. He is right, I 
never see. them myself. They are all in the 'minni' 
negative stage." Bowling! One year behind Louy 
and just about as much behind in average score. 
Future Plans: ????? 
LOUIS W. REES 
B.S. '23, Ph.D. '29, 
New York State College 
Organizations: Alpha Xi Sigma; Phi Kappa Phi; 
Pi Mu Epsilon; Sigma Xi, Tau Phi Delta; Xi Sigma 
Pi; Hoo Hoo Club; Minnesota Academy of Science; 
Society of American Foresters.· 
Hobby: Bowling. Could a recent three-game av-
erage of 171 be the pinnacle? 
Future Plans: Nothing definite said, but we sus-
pect that they will include a 200 game. 
HENRY SCHMITZ 
B.S. '15, M.S. '16, University of Washington; 
Ph.D. '19, Washington University in St. Louis 
Organizations: Alpha Zeta; Gamma Sigma Delta; Sigma Xi; Xi Simga Pi; 
Fellow, American Society of Foresters; president, Rotary Club, ·· 
Hobbies: Students and Gardening. 
Future Plans: Continue with progress; we can never have too much. 
JOHN A. ZIVNUSKA 
B.S. '38, M.S. '40, University of California 
Organizations: Alpha Zeta; Sigma Xi; Xi Sigma 
Pi, Commonwealth Club; Naval Reserve; Society of 
American Foresters. 
Hobbies: Mountaineering (Minnesota will be per-
fect when it develops a first-class mountain range); 
Photography. 
Future Plans: To complete my Ph.D. dissertations 
so that I'll have time for a few other things. 
RALPH L. HOSSFELD 
B.S. (Chem. Eng.) '39, University of Idaho; 
Ph.D. '42, University of Minnesota 
Organizations: Gamma Alpha; Phi Lamda Up-
silon; American Association for Advancement of 
Science; American Chemical Society. 
Hobbies: Riding horses in the mountains of God's 
Country (meaning out west, of course); Glass 
Blowing. 
Future Plans: At the present time I am content 
with catching the philosophical requisites. It is too 
early in the game for me to roast crabs. 
THORVALD SCHANTZ-HANSEN 
B.S. '15, University of Minnesota 
M.F. '17, Ph.D. '35, Yale University 
Organizations: Alpha Zeta; Phi Sigma Kappa; Sigma Xi, Xi Sigma Pi; 
American Legion; Arrowhead Association; Board of Education, Cloquet, 
Minnesota; Chinn. Conservation Committee; Executive Board, North Star 
Council, Boy Scouts of America; Masonic Fraternity; Rotary Club; Society 
of American Foresters. 
Hobbies: Gardening; Color Photography; Forestry. 
Future Plans: Strictly Scandinavian Forestry. 
[ 17} 
Seniors 
RALPH L. ANDERSON 
Squaw Lnke, Minnesota 
Forcslt')' - Wildli/t 
Alpha z., •. ' 46: Xi Sigrn• Pi. '41 . 
' 46: Foro>lrY Oub. 'J8.'41, ' 46 : 
Wildlif• Manag<rS Oub. '38.'41. '46: 
Voy•g•urs. '38-'4 I. Summer Work: 
Cut.fool Sioux D iMrict. 01ippew.a 
Na11onal Forest, •39.•40: Avery Di"· 
1ric1. Sc J o~ Nacional For~''• ' .of I. 
THOMAS K. CONNERS 
M inneapol is, M inntsota 
FortJI M<111agtmc111 
For .. iry C lub. 0 4 1-0 42, ' 46.' 47 . Sum· 
mer W ork: Lookouc Fireman , Cot. 
'ltllt Nauonal Foresc. '"4 2: Bli)ttr 
Ru) t Concrol , Plunu.:i·La~se n op,ra· 
110 11 . ' 46. 
LESLIE HENDRY 
St. Paul, Minntsotn 
Forat M ttnagcmmt 
fore .. tr_y Club . '44'·''\ 7: ue1u:., For· 
c~try Cl ub , '4 :}.'4 6; vice pr.,$., For· 
c:i.cry Club. '"46 ·'47: co -business mgr .. 
Gopher P•••ey, '4,: ireas .• Gopher 
Peavey, '416: pres., lca$Ca Corp .. '4): 
t:irn , c hairman, For<":.ter.' Day, ''4 7: 
Sodal Co0 ordinating Commiue-e. '4): 
s1eward. Cloquet Corp .. ' 47. Surn· 
mer Worlc: : Lookour-Firem.an. Sc . Joe 
Na11onal For .. 1, Idaho, ' H ·'4 ): Fi.Id 
A :..)1sunc. Manicou Exper. For .. sc, 
Colou do, ' 46. 
RUSSELL V. JONGEWAARD 
Monticdlo, Minnesota 
Forest M a11dgc111tr11 
For0>1ry Club. 
Summer Work: Mor:an Suer Park . 
0111•. w •• hong<on. 'J7. 
WILLARD F. LEAF 
Lake City, Minnesotn 
Fortf/ M,magtmtrll 
Fore.ii)' Cl ub. ' 4 ) -'46 ; Itaua Corp .. 
' 4 ' : CloquCl Corp. , • 16. Sun" mer 
Work : Summer Scho<>I. ' '4 4 , ' 4 ) , '1 6. 
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RICHARD H . BERNZEN 
Quincy, Illinois 
Lumber Murhttrulisirrg 
Quincy College. 'H: Forestry Club, 
' 44 .'47: Ag. Campu• Camera Oub, 
' 46.'4 7: Farm Union Boord. '46.'47: 
All Univt:rshy Comininf!t: (or Lt:gi~~ 
lative Action, "46. Summer W ork : 
U .S.F.S .. Sup•nor N a11 onal Forest. 
0 4<4 : Weyt"rh atu~f.'r Tunb .. ,.. Co .. Long· 
VltW. W:a .. h .. ... , . 
GLENN H. DEITSCHMAN 
Rochcs1cr, M innesota 
Fora/ Ma11agtmc11t 
For•scry Oub, '40.'1 2, ' 46.'4 7: Xr 
S igma Pi: i<ua Corp .. ' 41: Ooqutt 
COrp .. '46 . Summer W ork : Fire 
Gu.,rd. Whitman N ational Forest. 
0 41: Seasonal Rantcer, Yellowstone 
N•iional Park, ' 46. 
RAY M. JACOBS 
Minne3polis, M innesota 
Forest Marragtmcrrt 
S<udeni Council , ' 40: Soci• I Co-ordi-
nuing Comm•u~e. '"40; Ag. lncra· 
munal Athl etic Counci l , '41: incra . 
mural foo1ball , b•••ball , boskeiball : 
Forestry C lub, •39.' 41: >CC .. Fores1ry 
C lub. ' 41 : Alpha Ze1a. Chronicler. 
:47: aJumni e-ditor. Goph er Peavey. 
4? ! pre:i. .. lt :u .. c:~ Corp .. 40 . Summrr 
W ork: U.S.F.S .. Moruana. '41: Bo•· 
1ng Airuaft , "41.'42: U .S.F.S .. Alas-
ka. '4J: ConM>lidat~d W01trr Pow!f'r 
a nd Pap<r Co .. '46 
RALPH W. LAW 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Forts/ Marrdgtmt11t 
haso Corp .. '41: Foru<ry Oub, ' J9-
H . '46.'4 7: A11 . Stud<nt Council, 
'16: pr<> .. For .. iry Club. ' 46-"17: 
pr•s .. Cloquet Corp .. ' 47 . Summer 
\Vork : Fire Suppres$iOn Foreman, 
Lo~ Padr~s National Forest. C3 lifor-
nia , 0 42; '46. 
ORVILLE E. LIND 
M inneapolis, Minnesola 
Forts/ Ma11agt111t11/ 
Forestry C lub. ' H .' 47: sec .. Foresiry 
C lub. 4 ).'4 7: alumni co-editor. Go. 
pher P~•••Y. ' 4): edi•or. Go\'her 
Peavey. 46 : creatt .. ha~a Corp .. 4 ,: 
Sodal Co0 ordinatio,:: Cominiuee. 0 4'4 · 
'4): Ag. ln1ermcdiary Board. '17: 
Grey Fr-ia_r, Summ~r Work : L.ookouc· 
Fireman , '44; Oh.rrict Di~patcher, 
'4), St. ) 04! Nllronal Fortsi. Idaho: 
Range Survey. Slack Hrlls Nauonal 
Fores<, Sou1h Dako1a. '46 . 
RICHARD M. MARDEN 
St. Paul, Minnesoca 
FortJI Nld11dgt111011 
Fore .. ry Club. '39·'43. ' 4 6.°47: (>hO· 
tographic cdicor. Gopher Peavey. 42: 
co0 ed itor. Go~hcr Peoavey. 0 47: Itasca 
Corp .. ' 40: Ooqucc Corp .. '4 l; In · 
lramural (ootb;111. Summer \'(/ork: 
U .S .F.S .. M oncana, ' 41 : Timber Sur• 
Vf')', U. S. Indian Service. Arizona, 
''42: Timber Survey. Fordyce Lumber 
Co., Ark.anus, '43 . 
CH EST ER H . OLSON 
Brainerd, Micmesota 
Rm1ge M d11agtmt111 
Fore;try C lub. ' 4 I ·' 41 . ' 46·'47. 
Su mmer \'(l ork : Lookout °Firemotn , St , 
Joe N :uional Forest, Idaho. ·~,I: 
' l'n n,h Operocor. Wallo"'" N•cionol 
Fore,t. Orc,:;on, · 46. 
EDWARD J. PLANTE 
Sc. Paul, Minnesota 
L11111btr M tr<hdndising 
V ecc-rans' C lu b, '46 ; Fore&cry C lub, 
'~1 6-' 4 7. Summer W ork: \Veyerha eu • 
't"r Timb('r Co .. '46. 
CHARLES E. SCHLESINGER 
St. Paul, Minnesoca 
Forti/ Mdl1dgemt11/ 
t-orcotry Club. ' '40·'4 2, '47: ere••·• 
C loqucc C orp., ' 42: Summer Work: 
U.S.F.S.. Montana. '41 : Assi~t111u 
Forest Guard, Lewis and Clark Na· 
tiona l Forest. '42: Scaler, N ezperce 
Na1ional Forest. ' 46. 
EDWARD AMBORN 
RICHARD BOSSHARD 
WALTER FILLMORE 
LA WR ENCE FLYNN 
ELSMORE FRIBERG 
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EDWIN W. MOGREN 
Sc. Paul, M inncsoca 
Fortll M dndgcmmt 
l' oreSlry Club. ' 41 ·'42. ' 46-'47: \'ho· 
coguphic editor, Gophtr Peavey. 4 J: 
Steward. 11 ... a Corp ... 4 I : sec.·tr••s .. 
Cloquec Corp.. ' 47; Alph o G•mma 
Rho : Xi Sigma Pi, vice pre.-. .. '47: 
Alpha Ze1a. Y .M .C. A. : Fores1crs· 
Da y Commiute. '42. Summer W ork: 
U . o( Minn. Exper. S1a1iot\, ltasc.11, 
·41: L ... kc States Forot Exper. Sea · 
tion. 0 42 . 
HOW ARD E. OLSON 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Forest Ma11dgtmt111 
Forestry Club. ' 40.' 42. '46 .°47: pr<>.. 
hasca C-0rp., '41: Ag. Union Soard. 
' 41."42 : A1<. S111den1 Council. '46· 
'47: circolatlon mi;:r .. Gopher Peavey. 
' 42 : ireas .. Gol'her P .. vey, '47; Al· 
pha Gamma Rho: Fore>c.r• D•v 
Committee. '4f 2. ' 47 , Summer W ork : 
U .S .F.S.. Olympic Nacional For"'· 
\"(/ ashing·ton. '4 2. 
LYNN SANDBERG 
Rice Lake, Minnuoca 
Forest Mandgcmttll 
Fro•h Wreslling, ')9: Var$icy Foot · 
ball, •43: Forescry C lub, '4).'47, 
pres.. '4 '·'46: Ag. l1u~rmediary 
Board, •44.'4 ,, "ewud, Cloquoc 
Corp.. ' 46: Winier H oliday C-0n" 
miuee, ' 45: Xi Sigma Pi. Summer 
\Vork : Silvicuhure Survey. Lakt 
Sme., ' 44 : Simp•on Logg_ing Co .. 
She h on . Washington. '4) : Broinpton 
Pulp and Paper Co .. Nipigon, On· 
rario. ' 46 . 
WARREN A. VON G 
St. Paul, Minnesota 
Lumbt'T Mtrthat1difi11g 
Foru cry Club. '"40.~••U. '46·'47; co· 
business mgr .. Gopher Peav4:y, ' 43: 
(O·editor. Gopher Peav~y. 147: creas., 
lusc:a Corp .. '41; tre.a1 .. Ag. Student 
Council. '46: A i:;. Union Board, '42: 
Alpha Gamma Rho. ' 42·'4 ) . '46.'4 7 ; 
Alpfu. Zeta, ' 47: ge n. chairman, Re,. 
ognition A ssembly, '46~ war inlorm 11· 
tion c:omn\iuee, '4 3: Iron Wedge. 
Su nune-r W ork : U. o( Minn. Exper. 
Sta .. lt.aM.a, '4 1; Lake States F'oreit 
Expt.r. Sta., 1'4J .'4 2: W eyerhaeuser 
Salu Co .. ·~o. · ~6 . 
ORVILLE HANNA 
RAYMOND HANSON 
JOHN KITTELSON 
RUSSELL KNUTSON 
ROBERT WOOD 
Freshmen 
Dale Anderson 
Donald L. Anderson 
William Anwicn 
Vernon Axmark 
Oliver Backlund 
Andrew Bartlett 
\'<f nyne Bergeson 
Roberc Bergquist 
John Besse 
John Biggins 
John Boice 
Stuart Botten 
Richa,rd Bowe 
James Bower 
Richard Bringgold 
Willis Brunsell 
Robert Burke 
Ralph Carlson 
William E. Carr 
Richard Caswell 
Duane Christensen 
Franklin Christcnstn 
Jack L. Clark 
Truman Clark 
Edward Clauson 
Gordon Clos• 
Robert Conley 
Charles Cooper 
Wm. Cunningham, Jr. 
Frcduick Dahl 
Robert Derby 
Vernon Drusch 
Charles Duevel 
Nicholas Edward< 
Earl Egan 
Jack Eggan 
Allan Erie 
John Firtko 
Clarence Foss 
William Foss 
John Frojen 
George Gedney 
Louis Grapp 
Olaf Greue 
Winford Hanna 
Thomas E. Hanson 
Thomas F. Hayes 
Bruce J . Hayward 
Robert Hegy 
Ralph Hendrickson 
Philip Heyn 
Barrell Hoffman 
David Houck 
Lawrence Howard 
Wilbur Howard 
Marvin Hudson 
Kenneth Huhta 
Glea Hyland 
Donald Ingram 
Robert L. Jacobson 
Robert Jacobson 
Dernld W. Johnson 
Norris Johnson 
Orin Johnson 
Oscar W. Johnson 
Donald E. Jones 
Edwin Kallio 
Roger Keepers 
Theodore Keprios 
Paul Kipp 
Lloyd Knutson 
Robert Kolbensvik 
Nick Kolby 
Milbert Kolfhage 
Ralph Kurka 
Richard I. Lange 
Donald E. Lawrence 
Robert Lenz 
Malcolm Lofgren 
Robert Long 
John Lord 
Glenn Lund 
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Alfred Lyngsrnd 
Charles Macht, Jr. 
Eldon Manthey 
\'<farren Mau 
Robert McDonald 
Edward Mervich 
Reginald Miller 
Merrirt Mitchell 
Jerald Mortenson 
Ernest Mulch 
Harold Murchie 
Robert Nelson 
Russell Nelson 
Walter A. Nelson 
Walter Neumann 
Richard Newman 
Richard Novak 
Wayne Oliver 
Roy Osterberg 
Bernard Paradis 
Lyle Pettijohn 
Dale Pfankuck 
Robert Pinomaki 
James V. Powell 
Delmar Radtke 
Stanley Reba 
Sidney Rebcrs 
Gordon Reitan 
Michael Ridhorf 
Garry Ringold 
Stnnlcy Ringold 
Lowell Rinker 
Hugh Robertson 
Paul Roeber 
Eugene Romanski 
Lawrence E. Rosberg 
Judd Romon 
Howard Russell, Jr. 
LeRoy Rutske 
Harley Sackett 
Dixon Sandberg 
Edward Schaumburg 
Henry Scheel 
Delmar Schmitt 
Donald Sch roedcr 
Arthur Schultz 
John Sedgwick 
Vance Seccerholm 
Keith Shea 
Richard Shicly 
Ervin Simpson 
Richard Skok 
Gordon Solly 
Ralph Sombs 
Curtis Sorenson 
Joseph Soukup 
Core R. Strane 
Paul Sundin 
Winston Swanson 
David Swenson 
Jack Swisher 
Douglas Tegtmeier 
Merle Tellekson 
Charles Tenney 
Robert Tibbetts 
Robert T olkinen 
Ervin Tollefson 
Richard Trestrail 
Wallace L. Truman 
John E. Truog 
George Truwe 
Deane L. T uveson 
Charles E. Urann 
Donald Verreaux 
H ilmer Wagner 
Walter Wallin 
Donald Warman 
Winston Weber 
David Westling 
Roger \1(1 estman 
Evert Wichstrom 
Clifford Ahlgren 
Leo Ahsenmncher 
John F. Anderson 
Leo M . Anderson 
Paul F. Anderson 
lfoberc E. Anderson 
Robert W/. Anderson 
Sherrill Angsunan 
Neil Basseu 
Robert Bauck 
V crnon Bauer 
Robert Beeman 
William Bennewi12 
Donald Benson 
Donald A . Berdcen 
John Berends 
John Bergeron 
Norwood C. Borsvold 
Louis Boudreau 
Edwin Bran 
Henry Brandt, Jr. 
Robtrt Brown 
Gerald Bue 
Richnrd Burrell 
Byron Cacharclis 
Archie Caple 
Joe Chern 
Frank Culotta 
Chester Curtis 
Reynold P. Dahl 
Cecil Damron, Jr. 
Robert DnL1Martre 
Robert Dvorak 
Monty Eberu 
Aha Ehly 
Wandell Elliot 
Edward Erickson 
Jack Erickson 
Herbert Finch 
LeRoy Fish 
Richard French 
Cecil Frensko 
Wallace Froemming 
Robert Gardner 
Niel Gebhart 
Del Gierke 
Robert Gorman 
Donald W . Grimm 
W alcer Gusek 
John Hall 
Alvin Hallgren 
George Hil.lllmcr 
Wayne Hanson 
David Haslund 
Harland Hayward 
Hallgrimur Helgason 
Donald Henkel 
Jack Hcnry 
Daniel H erbert 
Masaki Hirarsuka 
John Hbstala 
Carlton Holmes 
Melvin Hougen 
Milcon Hustad 
Meredich Ingham 
Eugene Jamrock 
Adolph Jantos 
Arnold Johnson 
Clare Jobnson 
Donald B. Johnson 
Donald E. Johnson 
Howard B. Johnson 
Waher Johnson 
Bernard Jones 
Robert Jorgenson 
H arry Juniilla 
Peter Karis 
George .J(jlen 
John Kolb 
Frank Kopecky 
Lloyd M . LaMois 
Arthur Larson 
George L1rson 
Philip Larson 
Richard Lee 
Rohen Lee 
John W. Mangan 
\'V'illiam Marshall 
Richard McCune 
Allen M cDougal 
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Sophomores 
Herman Matthees 
John Meyer 
M erle Meyer 
William Miles 
Thomas M il r1er 
George Nelson 
Joel N11z 
John R. Noble 
Ralph ordstrom 
Marven Nyberg 
Harlan Nygaard 
William Oem1chtn 
Stanley Olson 
Henry 011 0 
Herman Oreo 
Roland Pauerson 
Roger A. Pearson 
Jomes E. Peccuon 
William Pribyl 
Richard Reinarz 
Pecer Reuter 
Richard Sd1.1cfcr 
Richard Sch rocder 
Rodney Schurnnche~ 
Jack Simmon> 
Vernon Spnngrud 
Richard Spencer 
Eugene Steinbrenner 
Ei lmcr Strelow 
George Sullivan 
Lcsrer Swanson 
Joseph Sylvia 
Carroll Thurccn 
Alan Tingleff 
Wahcr Tollefson 
Jock Tucker 
Socnlty Ursic 
Charles Vail 
Roben Wallin 
Judd Welliver 
Richard Willis 
Kcnntth \'V'insnrss 
NOf"mnn \'V'oods 
David Zaiser 
Rudolph Zitlkt 
Juniors 
Jack Bandel Clyde Odin 
Roderic Campbell Earl Osborne 
Glenn Carlson Philip Ray 
John Cedergren Darrell Russ 
Samuel Dickinson John Spehar 
William Hamlin Thomas Thompson 
Elwyn Kinny Robert Webb 
Lescer Magnus William Wheeler 
Leonard Maki David Wiley 
William McRosrie William Ziemer 
Donald Mraz James Linne 
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• 
Graduate and foreign Students 
Students from foreign lands, graduates of 
other U. S. Forestry schools, and Minnesota 
graduates have increased the graduate en-
rollment in forestry to an all-time peak. 
To the following students from far-off 
lands we extend a hearty welcome and our 
sincere best wishes for a pleasant and 1Jrof-
itable sojourn at our school: · 
Amar Nayer - a graduate of the Uni-
versity of the Punjah, Lahore, India, who is 
majoring in wood utilization and minoring 
in biochemistry. Prior to coming to Minne-
sota, Mr. Nayer studied at the University of 
Washington and Forest Products Labora-
tory. 
Gunnar Haug - a graduate of the Nor-
wegian ForestrySchool, Steinkjer, Norway, 
is majoring in silviculture, and minoring in 
management. Mr. Haug has been awarded 
a Scandinavian-American Fellowship since 
his arrival. · 
Kwang Han Tu - a graduate of National 
Central University, Chungking, China, whose 
major is silviculture. Mr. Tu was forced to 
drop out of school last fall because of illness 
but we look forward to seeing him back with 
us and in good health very soon. 
William C. Wu - a graduate of the Uni-
versity of Nanking, Nanking, China, who is 
majoring in utilization and minoring in man-
agement. 
Tsen S. Chai - a graduate of Kwangsi 
University, Kwangsi, China, who is major-
ing in utilization and minoring in manage· 
ment. Both Mr. Wu and Mr. Chai arrived 
in Apirl and will be with us for two years. 
We are proud of the fact that these stu-
dents have chosen the University of Minne-
sota for their graduate studies. 
The Minnesota graduates who are doing 
graduate work in the Division are: 
Eldon Behr - Major: Forestry-Biochem-
istry; Minor: Plant Pathology. 
Bruno Berklund - Major: Forestry; Mi-
nor: Economic Zoology. 
Harvey Djerf - Major: Forestry; Minor: 
Entomology. 
bave French-Major: Utilization; Minor: 
Sil viculture. 
Lowell Nelson - Major: Srlviculture; Mi-
nor: Botany. 
Don Pierce - Major: Silviculture; Minor: 
Botany. 
Lynn Sandberg - Major: Management; 
Minor: Silviculture. 
In addition the following foresters major-
ing in other divisions of the· University are 
minoring in forestry: . 
S. R. Andrews - M.F. Yale; Major: Plant 
Pathology. 
R. Boatman - B.S.F. Iowa State; Major: 
Business Administration. 
W. Hendrix - M.F. Yale; Major: Plant 
Pathology. 
Eugene McCarty - B.S. Minnesota; Ma-
. jor: Biochemistry. 
B. Shema - B.S.F. Minnesota; Major: 
Plant Pathology. 
Don Stewart - B.S.F. Minnesota; Major: 
Plant Pathology. 
Sam Silverberg - B.S. Idaho; Major: 
Plant Pathology. 
Gilbert White - M.F. Yale; Major: Po-
litical Science. 
Julius Wolff -A.B. Notre Dame; Major: 
Economics. 
The following Minnesota Forestry School 
graduates are registered for Master of For-
estry work: 
William Brede 
Russell Johnson 
Richard Marden 
Gerald O'Neil 
Robert Nelson 
Charles Schlesinger 
Also, until the lure of good jobs became 
too great and they were forced to interrupt 
their Master of Forestry studies the above 
list included: 
Harold Todd 
Arthur Lindholm 
Lee Winner 
The Caleb Dorr prize for scholarship went to Norman Sorge, and Lynn Sand-
berg won the Charles L. Pack essay prize in forestry at the Recognition Assembly 
last year. 
Newly elected members to Grey Friars and Iron Wedge, all-University Senior 
men's honoraries, are Orville Lind and Warren Vong, respectively. 
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Back Row: Dave French, Glen Deiuchmnn, Robtrc Wood, Allnn Hnnna, Robert Nelson, 
Ralph Anderson, Lowell Nelson 
Sented: Lynn Snndbtrg, Bruno Berklund, H arvey Djerf, Donald Pierce 
NATIONAL HONORARY FORESTRY FRATERNITY 
Founded al UniYersity of Washi11g1011- 1908 
FRANK KAUFERT 
LOWELL 0 . NELSON 
EDW IN MOGREN 
LYNN SANDBERG · 
ALLAN HANNA 
Local Chapter-DELT A-1920 
OFFICERS 
FACULTY MEMBERS 
Fac11/1y Advisor 
Fore11a 
A ssocu1u Fortna 
Suwary·Fiual Agurl 
- Rangtr 
H ENRY SCHMITZ RALPH DAWSON 
FRANK KAUFERT LOUIS W . REES 
). H . ALLISON C. 0 . ROSENDAHi. 
R. M. BROWN 
E. G. C HEYNEY T. SCHANTZ-HANSEN 
CL YOE CHRISTENSON J. ZIVNUSKA 
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS 
PARKER ANDERSON JACK MITCH ELL 
J. L. A VER ELL \VI ·r COX 
RAPHAEL ZON . . 
SUREN R. GEVORKlANTZ RALPH KING 
R. M. CUNNINGHAM RALPH LORENZ 
ACTIVE MEMBERS 
RALPH ANDERSON 
BRUNO BERKLUND 
GLEN DEITSCHMAN 
HARVEY DJERF 
DA VJD FRENCH 
ALLAN H ANNA 
' 
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JALMER JOKELA 
LOWELL NELSON 
ROBERT NELSON 
DONALD PIERCE 
LYNN SANDBERG 
ROBERT WOOD 
ALPHA ZETA 
Back Row: Donald Engstrand, Bruno Berklund, Harvey Djcrf, Jalmer Jokela , Warren Vong, 
Laural Anderson, Orris Shulnod 
Second Row: \'<larren Hitnson, Norman Krog, Melvin Melbrath, Layton Hoysler, 
Clarence Olson, Donald Swanson 
Third Row: Duane Le Tourneau, Harley Hanke, Lawrence Cunningham, Donald Mueller, 
Kennerh lngvalson, Ralph Anderson 
Fourth Row: Elmo Magnuson, Robert Worcester, Harris Sorensen, Tony Luhbrook, 
Robert Johnson. Donald Nelson 
Front Row: Orville Hanson, Odell 8arduson, Oliver Nypan, Raymond Manncgal , David 
Fnnch, Raymond Jacobs, Edward Ficr 
NATIONAL AGRICULTURE FRATERNITY 
Founded at Ohio Stale Univerrity-1897 
Local Chapter- LA GRANGE-1905 
FACULTY ADVISORS 
DEAN HENRY SCHMITZ DR. W. C. WAlTE DR. FRANK KAUFERT 
DUANE LETOURNEAU 
ORVILLE HANSON 
DONALD ENGSTRAND 
FLORIAN OTTO 
HARLEY H ANKE 
OFFICERS 
ACTIVE MEMBERS 
LAURAL ANDERSON 
RALPH ANDERSON 
ODELL BARDUSON 
LAWRENCE CUNNINGHAM 
LOWELL DOEBBERT 
DONALD ENGSTRAND 
0 DAVID FRENCH 
OQWEN HALLBERG 
HARLEY HANKE 
ORVILLE HANNA 
ORVILLE HANSON 
ROBERT HODGSON 
LAYTON HOYSLER 
KENNETH INGVALSON 
RAYMOND JACOBS 
*DONALD JOHNSON 
WILLIAM KNEEBONE 
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NORMAN KROG 
DUANE LETOURNEAU 
0 GRADY MANN 
RAYMOND MANNEGAL 
DONALD MOELLER 
EDWIN MOGREN 
DONALD NELSON 
OLIVER NYPAN 
CLAYTON OLSON 
FLORIAN CITO 
HARRIS SORENSEN 
CLIFFORT THORESON 
WARREN VONG 
ROBERT WORC ESTER 
0 Graduau Students 
Cha11crllor 
Cm sor 
Scribe 
Trcttsrtrer 
Chro11icla 
1941 Gopher Peavey Staff 
Back Row: \Xfarrtn Vong, M:u H iratsuka 
Sratrd: Richard Marden, Bob Brown, Howard Olson 
WARREN VONG 
RICHARD MARDEN 
RAY JACOBS · 
CLARE JOHNSON 
HOW ARO OLSON 
MAS HIRA TSU KA 
G EORGE HASSING 
BRUNO BERKLUND 
Co-£J11orr 
Al1111111i £Jitor 
8111i11t11 Mtllldf!U 
· Tr<11111rcr 
Farnlty AJ,,isor 
The staff wishes to upress their thanks to Dr. Frank Kaufcrt, Proftssor ). H . Alli-
son, ond Professor E. G. Cheyney of the faculty; to Miss Madeline Palmer, Mi$$ Joyce 
Erickson, Mrs. Mabel Hovda, and Mrs. H arritt Btnrson of the office staff; and to the 
many others who helped in malOng this publication possiblr. 
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
l 
' 
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Hedin' West 
By Porky Omtvedt Hawkshaw Anderson 
(Reprinted from 1929 PEAVEY) 
A bunch of the boys were whoopin' it up 
On the seventh night of June. 
They cared not what they did or said, 
For all were leaving soon. 
"Bottoms up! Sweet Adeline!" 
And all that silly rot-
Some were up, and some were down, 
And some were just half shot. 
The finals over, the night still young, 
And three months' "time" ahead-
Ah, shame the lad, who'd feel too bad, 
And softly seek his bed. 
Our steeds were in the court bel~w, 
For the first faint sign of day; 
Their trappings on; their bellies full; 
Eager to be away. 
The dawn drew nigh, and then it burst 
In all its wondrous splendour. 
Ah, what a night-the likes of which 
One always would remember. 
A wheeze, a cough, a rattle of tin; 
And then a mighty roar 
Made such a bedlam, such a din 
That was never heard before. 
Some went north, and some went south, 
Some east, and many west; 
And many to Montana 
To grow hair on their chest. 
I was with the latter group, 
With "Puph" and "Hank" and "Riz". 
"Breezy", "lb( and "Happy" 
Trailed in another "liz". 
The open road, an open hack, 
The highway full of dust; 
And every mile, we'd pause awhile, 
Because a tire bust. 
The timer did not function well, 
And diverse wheels did creak. 
The water low, the mot<>r hot 
From a radiator leak. 
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Now you may laugh, or you may think 
Anything you please, 
But we felt bad, for the old "can" had 
The "hoof and mouth" disease. 
"Happy's" crowd fared better, 
They rarely had a flat. 
Oh yes, they did stop once or twice, 
When "Isaac" lost his hat. 
Hot by day and cold at night, 
And starving in between. 
The time grew short and my report 
Of funds was pretty lean. 
At last we hit "Montany" -
Woe be unto the day 
I ever left my mammy 
And wandered out that way. 
The rocks were thick; the mud was deep; 
Yes, gumbo everywhere. 
The rain came down in boatloads, 
The gang was in despair. 
'Twas then that "Lizzie" did her stuff, 
With old "Riz" at the wheel. 
She ripped, she tore, she did her best 
To keep an even keel. 
She sailed thru water, threw up mud, 
She doubled in the track. 
Where'd she get her traction? Ah!-
"Omtvedt" was in the back. 
E're long she spit, and coughed and died, 
The pace was too terrific. 
'Twas then we swore and rent the air 
With language so specific. 
Now those of you who've travelled oft, 
And been in such a fix, 
Appreciate this article, 
And have pulled the selfsame tricks. 
At last we managed to get through, 
And reached our destination, 
And I still think a forester's 
A wonderful creation! 
foresters' Day 
-By Leslie Hendry 
This year as usual the seeds of For-
esters' Day were sown well in advance 
of the time of planting. The embryonic 
plans burst forth from the minds of the 
Foresters' Day Committee. Chairmen 
were chosen, cruisers scoured the area 
in hope of finding a good site for the 
· traditional Foresters' Ball, and the com-
mittee of Messrs. Winner, Olson, Lind-
holm, Brede, and Hiratsuka weeded 
out likely candidates for the beauteous 
Daughter of Paul. 
It seems as though all the local stomp-
ing grounds in the vicinity were either 
too small for the expected throngs or 
were booked up for various activities. 
After many sleepless nights spent by the 
dance committee, the ballroom in the 
main Union was contracted for the eve-
ning of Friday, January 17th. Thus 
Foresters' Day was split in two parts, 
varying from its traditional style of a 
one-day celebration. 
The semi-formal ball got underway 
to the strains of Harry Given' s fifteen-
piece orchestra. The ballroom was ap-
propriately decorated with paintings of 
the Foresters' Patron Saint, Paul Bun-
yan, and his inseparable Babe. These 
scenes had somehow been found in the 
wanderings of the dance committee. Our 
able chaperones, Mrs. Brown and Mrs. 
Kaufert, accompanied by their well-
known foresters, waltzed nimbly about 
the floor mixing with the slough-footed 
foresters and their own Daughters of 
Paul. As the last notes floated across 
the floor, groups of foresters began 
drifting toward their favorite haunts to 
dream of the events to follow on the 
morrow. 
The gala day dawned bright and dear 
with the sun turning the· contest field 
into a mass of dinging mud. The bean 
feed, the first event on the program, got 
under way promptly at eleven o' dock as 
the faculty, foresters, and friends plied 
willing forks into the mounds of beans 
heaped before them. After everybody 
had their fill, the program in Green 
Hall began with Bruno Berklund dedi-
cating the day to Professor Cheyney, 
who is leaving us this spring. Following 
the dedication a skit by five talented 
members of the Itasca Corporation of 
'46 brought back fond memories of 
Itasca to those who had spent so many 
pleasant moments there and also visions 
of next summer's work for the neophyte 
foresters. 
Hawf and Hawf of the St. Paul Dis-
patch then drew caricatures of individ-
ual foresters and faculty to the conster-
nation of those characterized. Then the 
royalty of "Paul" were introduced -
"Daughter," Gladys Smith, "Uncle," 
Doc Rees, and "Son," Les Hendry. The 
Uncle and Son then proceeded to plant 
their traditional kisses upon the willing 
lips of the "Daughter." 
The beard growers were escorted to 
the stage by the queen candidates; Doc 
· Gierke was proclaimed the champion 
and he collected his cherished a ward to 
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the tune of numerous whistles and cat-
calls from the hapless foresters. 
A procession was then formed leading 
from Green Hall to the sea of mud for 
the field events. A contest between a 
power-saw and a team of buckers was 
the first on the program with the power 
saw winning by four cuts to one. Fol-
lowing this were the usual contests of 
chopping, sawing, felling, pole climbing, 
axe throwing, and so forth. Because of 
the lack of snow, only the women's snow-
shoe race was run. The other events 
requiring that well-known white stuff, 
usually lacking on Forester's day, were 
cancelled. A swell job of arranging the 
schedule of events was done by the An-
derson boys, Jack and Bob. As the 
events came to a close the tired foresters 
trudged homeward to return that night 
for an open house held in the Ag Union. 
That night Bob Brown awarded his 
prizes (some of the best collected in 
many years) to the deserving winners 
of the field events. 
All in all Foresters' day was highly 
successful due rto well coordinated ef-
forts of the Foresters' Day committee. 
Hearty thanks must be given to George 
Hassing and George Kilen, dance chair-
men; Dick Bernzen, bean feed; Mas Hi-
ratsuka, decorations; J ack Anderson and 
Bob Anderson, field events; Mert Ing-
ham, ribbons; Bob Brown, awards; Frank 
Kopecky, program; Howie Olson, pub-
licity; and Lee Winner and Chet Olson, 
Royal Family election. 
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Freshman Corporation . . . 1946 
-by "Doc" Gierke 
· Once not long ago, there were two 
Marines who, for lack of better names, 
we will call Semper and Fidelus. They 
were the average type of American youth 
who rushes to the colors whenever his 
country is endangered. · However, this 
story begins at a point when peace again 
reigned over the mother land and man 
had replaced the sword with the slide 
rule and fraternizing again became 
dating. 
We picked up Semper and Fidelus in 
the waning moments of the spring quar-
ter of 1946, on the campus of the Col-
lege of Forestry at the University of 
Minnesota. Semper and Fidelus had just 
been selected, after much consideration, 
to journey, together with 67 other for-
estry students, to the summer camp at 
Itasca for field work in Forestry. 
They had received the rules and regu-
lations governing the camp life and were 
overjoyed at the prospect of again en-
joying reveille, policing, KP, officer of 
the day, aides, inspections, taps and 
passes. The upper classmen had very 
solicitously told them of the wonderful 
outing on which they were about to em-
bark. Semper and Fidelus were quite 
happy. They hurried to their quarters 
full of anticipation for the coming event 
and proceeded to pack their sacks for 
this glorious five week vacation. This 
done, they proceeded to the bus depot 
where they each purchased a round-trip 
ticket to Douglas Lodge, Minnesota, the 
closest depot to the summer camp. 
Dawson. Dr. D awson immediately pass-
ed out slips of paper for a test «to find 
how much you know." The mo:-ning 
progressed rather rapidly and Semper 
noticed char when a scudent was having 
a particularly hard time hearing che 
voice of a bird, Dr. Dawson would 
squeeze his shoulder. This seemed to 
work so well rhac Semper, eager co en-
hance his standing in the coming school 
year, repeated chese words, which will 
live in legend, ((Gimme a squeeze on that 
one, will ya, Doc?" 
At precisely 10 a.m. Walt Nelson 
picked up Group lA and left Group l B 
with Or. Dawson. Semper and Fidelus 
were taken to the library where they were 
given the fundamentals of Bug Catch-
ing under Mr. Peters who, after a one-
half hour lecture, unleashed in aU its 
fury an attack which threatened annihi-
lation of an unsuspecting insect world. 
Noon found the cook shack surrounded 
by chis band of ravenousi fiery-eyed, 
gaunt, would-be foreseers. Mr. Damron 
and company again outdid themselves. 
Ac one o'clock our hopefuls, with note 
books in hand, were eagerly awaiting the 
appearance of Or. Buell for a session 
in Botany. H e arrived and the race was 
on, fo r Dr. Buell is the leading exponenc 
of a 36-inch step. This undoubtedly 
accounts for the reference made of him 
by his living students as "The Ridge 
Runner." Group lA headed direccly 
coward che swamps of Bear Paw Point 
with our heroes bringing up the rear. 
Now, these cried and trusted men had 
been on many a patrol, had foiled many 
an ambush, buc the aerial attack un-
leashed in che form of mosquitoes left 
them completely overwhehned. They 
had no defense, for only a sissy would 
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use repellant and head nets were un-
heard of. Even the best of anti-aircraft 
technique failed to halt the onslaught 
that followed. 
Semper and Fidelus were not happy. 
However, seasoned veterans that they 
were, what could they do but drive on? 
Oh, the joy that Group lA felt when 
the outer limits of the camp were reached 
that evening. Meticulously they prepared 
for the next day's sortie. 
Mr. Brown was in charge of Group 
1 A the next morning. He started with 
a discourse on the fundamentals of For-
est Mensuration. He explained, "It is 
the simple matter of applying the old 
apple problem." Next he took them out 
in the road that runs through the camp. 
There they measured their pace and 
learned to throw a chain. Semper, our 
apt student, learned very rapidly. How-
ever, Fidelus was inclined to end up with 
the chain in a snarl that · resembled a 
large bowl of Italian spaghetti. Semper 
was pleased. Fidelus was frustrated. 
The noon meal brought peace again to 
the confused mind of Fidelus. 
The afternoon blossomed with this 
group following Mr. Cheyney deep into 
the pleasant scenes of LaSalle trail reek-
ing with the odor of repellant; a gro-
tesque group, protected now by head nets 
and leather gloves. Their one thought 
was: "How come the mosquitoes don't 
bother Cheyney?" They were amazed 
by the fact that during the lecture any 
mosquito which dared to alight on the 
old boy's cheek fell dead. How were 
they to know he used DDT for per-
fume? Semper and Fidelus were enlight-
ened by the words of the sage as he 
unfolded his story of the forest. 
The next three weeks were spent ro-
tating the cycle, jammed with knowledge 
of the forests round about them. Then, 
as a culmination to their efforts each 
pair of hopefuls was assigned a "40" by 
Mr. Brown. Semper and Fidelus drew 
theirs near the headwaters of the Mis-
sissippi. They approached the problem 
with all confidence for now they knew 
what made the forest tick. Shrewdly 
they measured their boundaries; cun-
ningly they cruised their allotted acres; 
masterfully they coordinated their re-
sults; skillfully they assembled their 
reports. At last came the final day. 
Semper and Fidelus handed in their 
volumes. 
Semper and Fidelus packed th~ir gear 
for the return trip to Minneapolis .. Re-
gretfully, they boarded the bus to begin 
the uneventful trip home. They arrived 
in due time; what did they do then? 
They took a week off and went fishing. 
Perhaps many of you were liste~ing to the Quiz of the Twin Cities last Winter 
Quarter when Professor Cheyney appeared as guest on that program. When asked 
if Admiral Byrd discovered the South Pole, E. G. said, "Yes." When asked what 
city is the capital of Canada, he said "Toronto." 
· The following day Cheyney explained to his classes that Admiral Byrd did 
discover the South Pole (which of course is true) but that he wasn't asked who 
discovered it 6rst. He didn't explain his answer to the second question. 
Oh yes, we failed to mention that Cheyney did answer one of his questions 
correctly. 
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Cloquet 
Corporation 
... 1946 
-by Harvey E. Djerf 
On April 1st (traditional day of fools) 
fifteen promising candidates (for forest-
ers, of course) were assembled at the 
University's 3300 acre experiment forest 
at Cloquet, Minn. Y es, there comes a 
time in every student's life when he feels 
the urge to get back into the brush 
again, away from the mounting turmoil 
of campus life which has been steadily 
building up since that first memorable 
summer at Itasca. This opportunity nor-
mally presents itself to the student d ur-
ing Spring quarter of his junior year; 
I say normally because the Corporation 
of '46 was a real «catch-all" and had its 
members made up of not only juniors 
but also seniors and grads. 
Twelve members were veterans, all 
but two from the army, so the camp 
quickly rook on the appearance of a 
small encampment when barracks bags, 
sea bags, and GI clothing were brought 
out. It was the first quarter of college 
for several of the returning vets and the 
easy way to start school again. For the 
rest it was a welcome relief from the 
grind for a "sheepskin" or from the 
wife. Yes, our little group contained 
six married fellows and it was with fear 
and trepidation that they told the " little 
woman" of going to Cloquet. Steward 
Lynn Sandberg was the envy of all be-
cause he brought nTy" to Cloquet where 
she worked as a nurse. For the others 
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it meant burning up the highway to the 
Twin Cities nearly every weekend, and 
it was in this department that "Skipper" 
Don Ledin excelled. Maybe he thought 
he was still a pilot of his "PBY" for in 
2 Yz hours he would be in St. Paul to 
the joy of all his passengers. 
By Saturday noon the weekend exo-
dus was well on its way with Jokela on 
the way to Ely, Deitschman to a certain 
" ""S . h" b" someone m uper1or, t e rover oys 
Brede, Leaf, and Lindholm to just any-
where, and most of the remainder down 
to the Twin Cities. Sometimes the week-
ends were a little long but early Monday 
morning everyone hopped right out of 
bed to start another week's work (hop-
ping in this case means being forcibly 
removed from the sack after all other 
methods have failed). 
But then too, there was the "eager 
beaver" cabin in which some studying 
was always going on and which could 
be counted upon to yield three-fourths 
of the library's books upon a "shake-
down". The silence here was broken 
only by Jerry O'Neil borrowing some-
one's pipe tobacco or the four ground-
force men ribbing Bruno Berklund about 
his "vacation" in the Air Corps. A stray 
dog was generally adopted by the "bea-
vers." Blackie's ownership, however, was 
narrowed down at 5 o'clock in the morn-
ing when the pooch wanted to go out, 
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and then someone would helpfully call 
out "Djerf, your dog wants to go out." 
But then there were other pets, the 
"Dragon Lady," for example, and little 
May, the number-one wrapper at the 
paper mill, both of whom proved to be 
added attractions at "Mike's or "Sixth 
and Doughnut" as it came to be known. 
Trout fishing in Otter Creek was a 
favorite pastime of many. As no one 
could ever find out where Dick Schantz-
Hansen got his big ones, ·they had to be 
satisfied with 5 to 7 inchers. Other fish-
ing expeditions were organized for week-
ends to Big Sandy, Mille Lacs, and small 
lakes nearby. Concerning fishing, Dr. 
Marshall, new head of the Econ. Zool. 
Dept., with the help of some State Fish-
eries men, showed us the new way to 
catch trout. Two men wade up the 
stream in hip boots, each with an under-
water electrode that is wired to a small 
generator. · The fish are momentarily 
stunned and float to the. surface where 
they are picked out with dip nets. The 
only drawback was that after being meas-
ured and tallied they had to be returned. 
It was with a long face that a fisherman 
like Oscar (gamla gubbe) Stabo threw 
a 10-inch "speckled" back into the creek. 
Each crew took its turn at trapping. 
Before dusk a certain area in the. forest 
was literally "checkerboarded" with 
about 150 traps which were baited with 
oatmeal or peanut_butter. Early the next 
morning they were visited only to find 
out that instead of mice, the traps had 
been sprung by cones, leaves, or the 
wind. Setting and placing that many 
mouse traps is just a part of the forest-
er's training in wildlife along with visit-
ing the "singing grounds" of the wood-
cock or making a deer drive across some 
section of the Station. 
Professors Allison and Cheyney are 
in charge of the forestry work which 
occupies most of the time. No matter 
which "forty" you were assigned, there 
was sure to be some swamp in it that 
had to be cruised and mapped; therefore 
the cabins were full of drying boots and 
socks. After a silvicultural plan had 
been drawn up for our "fortys," there 
was a thinning job to be done, and after 
the ground warmed up our nursery 
work started. Field planting, transplant-
ing, and seeding was carried out under 
the direction of a student foreman at 
the nursery under a rotation system or 
"boss for the day" plan. 
With the coming of spring and warm 
weather at Ooquet, thoughts turned to 
sports. Joe Reilly organized a softball 
team which played some town teams. 
For our first game we played the match 
factory and found out why they had 
been city champs the year before. Later 
the Wood Conversion team, led by for-
mer grads Ralph "Sate~" Nelson ('40) 
and Ken Peterson (' 4 2) , also topped 
"Cloey" Reilly's team. In baseball, Berk-
lund ably represented the foresters by 
donning the uniform of the Cloquet 
team where he rendered valuable assist-
ance to their pitching staff. In ·fact the 
manager tried to get Berk to stay in 
Cloquet all summer by providing hi.tn 
with a job, but Itasca was already call-
ing him away. 
Warm weather also brought fire and 
several times the gang was called out 
with back pumps to assist "Muscles" 
Swain in putting out fires. Soon pic-
nickers appeared at the camp grounds 
and the fellows were suddenly more in-
terested in their "fortys" and would take 
Sunday afternoon walks to see more of 
those lovely "trees" and other works of 
Nature. The lookout tower was of par-
ticular interest as a means of spotting 
new arrivals on the Station and it was 
climbed regularly, not only during fire 
season. 
All too soon we were eating our last 
meal together at the mess hall and stok-
ing up the fire to take our last Finn 
"sauna" in the bathhouse. Pleasant asso-
ciations and experiences would soon be 
memories and we would be leaving soon 
for every point on the compass. Cloquet 
is now a pleasant memory brought back 
by such things as the following words 
put together by Lowell Nelson and Har-
vey Djerf and sung to the tune of the 
war-time "Lili Marlene." 
We came up in April to learn some forestry, 
We tramped the swamps md forests in search 
of game md trees, 
Weather made no difference to us, 
We worked in rain, or snow, or slush--
But now we're at a loss 
We want to tell the Boss-
Oh, Prof. Cheyney, can't we please go home? 
We have cruised our "forties" and stayed up 
here alone, 
Now all our work is up t_o date, 
We want to go and seek our mate, 
Please heed our little poem, 
And we'll all take off for home. 
Every one of us was glad to see. Madeline Palmer return to her desk in the 
office last winter. Madeline underwent a serious operation last fall and during her 
absence we missed her ever ready smile, her courteous manner, and most of all, 
her well-known sense of humor. 
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Bonfire 
This year the weather was against holding 
the annual bonfire outside, but the Ag Un-
ion had some very comfortable sofas to make 
up for the disappointing weather. There was 
a good number of new and old foresters on 
hand, along with members of the faculty. 
The Forestry Club president, Leslie Hendry, 
started the affair by introducing all the fel-
lows. It wasn't too long until everybody felt 
like they had known each other for years, 
and the boys leaned back to enjoy their pipe 
smoking. 
To loosen up the vocal cords, Bob Brown 
led a few forestry songs that reminded the 
fellows that· they were supposed to be rough 
and rugged. After the majority became 
winded, there were those very interesting 
tales about Itasca and Cloquet. Some still say 
that these stories were packed with lies, but 
at least they served the purpose of creating 
interest for the future prospects of the two 
corporations. Dr. Kaufert welcomed the fel-
lows back to school, and he explained sev-
eral changes in the curricula. He proved 
to us that what we considered "kinks" m 
the curricula were really improvements in 
disguise. 
Prexy Hendry wound up the meeting by 
reviewing the Forestry Club's traditions and 
explained the functions of the club. Hot 
dogs, coffee, and rolls sent the boys home 
smelling like they had spent the evening in 
a "hash house" instead of the traditional 
south pasture where burning wood and 
smoke would have been the prevailing odor. 
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Banquet 
This year an impressive group of over 
two hundred ·alumni, undergraduates, fac-
ulty, and friends attended the annual For-
esters' Banquet which was dedicated to Pro-
fessor Cheyney. After a turkey dinner in the 
junior ballroom at the Main Union, the 
group leaned back to enjoy the cigars which 
were provided while M.C. Howard Olson 
took charge of the evening. 
A few forestry songs, which were led by 
Bob Nelson, put everyone in the proper 
mood. Merle Meyer and Lynn Sandberg, 
presidents of the Itasca and Cloquet Cor-
porations, respectively, gave the group their 
words of wisdom and advice for the under-
grads who are to follow. 
Professor Cheyney, forestry granddad of 
us all, assured the group that he has always 
found enjoyment in his work even though 
some of his experiences seemed trying at the 
time. He also foretold the wonderful op-
portunities that the young foresters of today 
have in the greatly exp<tnding field of for-
estry. The program also included talks by 
Ray Clement, head of the State Nursery Di-
vision, and by Dr. Frank Kaufert from our 
own department. . 
As a climax to the evening, Dean Schmitz 
presented Professor Cheyney with a beauti-
ful aluminum traveling bag, a token of ap-
preciation from the alumni and members of 
the Forestry Club. 
The new officers of the Forestry Club 
were announced: Masaki Hiratsuka is the 
new president; Merle Meyer, vice president; 
Dick Newman, secretary; Bob Brown, treas-
urer. 
Summer Work 
1946 
by The Editors 
Last year our forestry school, although 
considerably swelled in number by re-
turning veterans, had relatively few stu-
dents eligible for summer work. Many 
of the new forestry enrollees were look-
ing forward co their session at Itasca. 
Others had completed Itasca but refused 
to be separated from their "service-ac-
quired" wives. Only a few of our more 
rough and rugged individuals ventured 
into the forests in search of experience. 
This year promises to be differem. Talk 
of blister rust control, tower jobs, lum-
ber companies, and fire camps started 
early. Our greatly expanded student 
body, aware of the value of practical 
experience to their education in forestry, 
have been eagerly looking forward to 
summer job assignments. 
Summer jobs at Minnesota are han-
dled by Professor R. M. Brown. They 
are assigned at his discretion according 
to the student's classification, honor 
point ratio, and general adaptability to 
the job. All forestry students are urged 
to accept one of the many openings of-
fered if at all possible since the experi-
ence and contacts made are becoming 
increasingly important to the young for-
ester of today. 
The PEAVEY staff has made a survey 
of last summer's student job experiences 
which we are including below. This sur-
vey dearly illustrates the wide range of 
experience which can be gained during 
the summer months. 
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Herbert Archibald was a lookout tower 
attendant at Cass Lake, Minnesota. Herb 
enjoyed his work because he felt that he 
was "getting up in the world." 
John Bergeron was with the National 
Park Service last summer. John "saddled 
up" and rode the trails of Yellowstone 
National Park, keeping them cleared for 
use by the fire crews. 
Bruno Berklund is a name familiar to our 
freshmen foresters. "Berk" assisted at the 
Itasca summer station last year. 
John Besse enjoyed the "clean, fresh air" 
at Butternut, Wisconsin. He was yard boss 
for Arthur Besse and Sons-family affairs, 
perhaps? 
Lou Boudreau was employed as a lookout-
fireman by the U.S.F.S. on the St. Joe Na-
tional Forest. Lou felt that his experience 
was valuable but added that it was hard 
work. 
Thomas Connors was employed with the 
Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quaran-
tine in the Plumas and Lassen National 
Forests. Tom was mapping and running 
sample strips. · 
Harvey Djerf has been busy doing re-
search work in Koochiching County, Minne-
sota, on black spruce slash disposal methods 
for the Minnesota and Ontario Paper Com-
pany. This work will also be the basis for 
his M.S. thesis. 
Leslie Hendry worked at the Rocky Moun-
tain Forest and Range Experiment Station 
at Woodland Park, Colorado. The job con-
sisted of operating infiltration equipment 
and general work on experimental water-
sheds. Les enjoyed his work so much that 
he hopes to return this year. 
Miron Heinselman was on blister rust con-
trol in the Superior National Forest. He 
served as a straw boss, compassman, and 
laborer. 
Dan Ingram was with the U.S.F.S. Dan 
worked on trail, campground, and telephone 
line maintenance at Grand Marais, Minne-
sota. He has been partial toward work in 
the Gunflint Region. 
Walter R. Johnson spent his s4mmer in 
Idaho mastering lookout and fire fighting 
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techniques. The Clearwater Timber and Pro-
tective Association benefited' from his efforts. 
Jalmer Jokela did forest research work 
for the Lake States Forest Experiment Sta-
tion at the Cutfoot Sioux Experiment Forest. 
Frank Kopecky wa~ handy man for the 
U.S.F.S. on the Nicollet National Forest in 
Wisconsin. His jobs included those of of-
fice boy, towerman, lineman, and miscel-
laneous odd jobs. 
Ralph Law was suppression foreman with 
firefighting crews in Southern California last 
summer. Although the work was interesting 
and educational, he suggested others to work 
a little closer to home. Maybe he was lone-
some. 
Orville Lind worked on range reconnais-
sance and surveys in the Black Hills .Na-
tional Forest last summer. Lind reports that 
he learned a lot about the range manage-
ment problem in western forests. 
Harlan Nygaard had a job that we all 
dream about. He was taking advertising pic-
tures for Evinrude Motors Company in the 
Border Lakes Region. A story about their 
adventures, "Vacation by Canoe" was print-
ed in the August, 1946, issue of Northwest 
Life Magazine. 
George Paquette was employed at the 
Bi:imson, · Minnesota, CCC camp. 
Philip L. Ray worked at Backus, Minne-
sota, on logging operations and in a sawmill. 
Lowell A. Rinker worked for a Minne-
apolis landscape designer. He enjoyed his 
efforts as a landscaper, tree planter, and 
gardener. 
Charles Schlesinger worked for the U.S. 
F.S. as a timber scaler near· Grangeville, 
Idaho. ·Chuck said that his work gave him 
a better understanding of timber manage-
ment and administration and that it was very 
enjoyable work. 
Charles E. Urann "pocketed a little cash" . 
as a smoke ·chaser for the National Park 
Service. Chuck worked in Yellowstone Na-
tional Park. 
Rudolph Zielke was employed as a veneer 
cutter on 77 and 99 inch lathes by the 
Goodman Lumber Company in Goodman 
Wisconsin. ' 
The Canoe Trip 
By Lowell N elson 
It was in the month of June, and 
although no roses were in bloom- (it 
was only the 1st day of J une)-twenty-
five "Blooming Foresters" descended in-
to the valley of the Sr. Croix with their 
dates or wives for the Foresters' big day 
on the river. 
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At the appointed starting time the 
fellows were eager, the women were will-
ing, the faculty were absent- the Kau-
f erts had tire trouble, roo bad!--, the 
day was perfect (meaning perfect wea-
ther, nor the absence of the faculty chap-
erones) and the grub was safely stowed 
aboard all vessels. Because of a canoe 
shortage the parry was forced co split 
up and half of chem left from Marine 
and the rest from Stillwater. Accord-
ing to plans all canoes were to rendez-
vous at the Soo Line Bridge for lunch. 
However, only the lower classmen, who 
were neophytes in the age-old game of 
"Foresters hide and chaperones seek," 
proceeded according to the plans. The 
remainder appr6ached the bridge as per 
plans but then went off on their own 
carefully worked out schemes, seeking 
out more secluded knolls where a man 
could rest in peace and quiet while be-
ing fed and watered by the girl of his 
choice. 
About the time all were comfortably 
seeded or secluded, several lusty "Haloo 
rhars" i:choed up the valley announcing 
the faculty had arrived in mass. The 
first to arrive were R. M. Brown and 
H enry Hanson with their wives, fo l-
lowed by Dr Kaufert, Dr. Rees and 
Mr. Zivnuska and their wives. 
The only blemish to mar a would-be 
perfect day was the failure of the bev-
erage commicree to produce the coffee. 
I t seems a certain fellow, Arr by name, 
had forgocten it. However, a few for-
tunate individuals, such as Dr. Kaufert, 
had carried their own; so at least the 
aroma of coffee was abundant for aU-
bur Art became a friendless outcast. 
The early lazy hours of the afternoon 
were spent in a variety of ways. A few 
couples became socially conscious and 
went v1smng everyone they could find; 
"disturbing" is perhaps a better word. 
A few went fishing. There were the 
" true foresters" whose love of the out-
doors was so great they chose only mas-
culine companions to share their pleas-
ure of the day. Ochers, namely H. Djerf 
and H owie Olson, slept away their lazy 
hours. 
Fun and frolic prevailed through most 
of the a fternoon and then with the 
lengthening shadows everyone took to 
their canoes and the laughter lessened 
and died as the old Soo Bridge watched 
the foresters head homeward from an-
others Foresters canoe trip. 
This ye<1r forestry ilt M innesota has en joyed having as students some fine 
young men from Chin;i, India, and N orway. As one might expect, our language 
is full of hurdl es and pitfalls for them. These boys have often given us some 
good-natured humor by their response to our language- and society. 
Gunnar H aug, our Norwegian representative, supplied the prize remark of 
the evening one night recently. As he was reading through a well-known news 
magazine he came across a revealing picture of J ane Russell with the caption: 
"America's most publicized bosom." Asked Gunnar in all seriousness and with 
just the right continental accent, "Bussum? Vat's dat?" 
Green Hall was recently invaded by tbree new but very lazy forestry additions. 
The names " Bryn", "Gype", and " J ock" commonly rang through the halls until 
the Superintendent of Grounds evicted them . It seems that dogs aren't allowed 
in Universiry buildings. 
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Alumni News 
lfJ the Alumni: 
As the Peavey deadline rapidly approaches, 
we have one more item to include. We wish 
to thank you, the alumni, and the faculty 
for your fine cooperation. 
Never have so many come through for 
the Peavey, Professor Cheyney, and their 
fellow Minnesota Foresters. It has been a 
real pleasure to watch the replies to our let-
ter How in, to read your contributions, and 
make the numerous address corrections sup-
plied by you. During the past few months 
we have received personal news, news of 
your buddies, photographs, poetry, and 
some excellent advice. Most of this material 
has been included completely or in part in 
the following pages. Due to an oversight 
by us, something may have been omitted 
that you would like to see there. If so, 
please forgive us and remember that it was 
not intentional, for we have attempted to 
include every scrap of information available. 
The most wholehearted response was to 
the idea of a farewell present to Professor 
Cheyney. Both money and the personal let-
ters to E. G. have been coming through in 
a fine steady How. As a result we were able 
to present to him, at the banquet, the finest 
piece of luggage available on today's mar-
ket; and before this reaches you he will have 
your letters of gratitude, appreciation, and 
memory - resplendent in their handsome 
binding. 
We now have one more request to make 
before passing on the results of our efforts 
for your approval. A number of men are 
listed in the directory as "address unknown." 
If you are in contact with any of these men 
we would greatly appreciate this informa-
tion. We, and next year's staff, would also 
appreciate notification of any address chan-
ges during the coming year. Finally, in an 
effort to help the "48" staff accomplish 
something we were unable to do, would you 
send in during the next year any interesting 
photographs of yourselves, family, or work, 
for inclusion in the Peaveys to follow? 
Working on thi~ section with the help of 
you grads and the faculty has been a great 
experience and a pleasant on.e. Thanks to 
all of you and may the following pages be 
all that we promised. 
ALUMNI EDITOR 
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William E. Ackerknecht, '33, has been 
with the Fish & Wildlife Service since his 
trip to France in the olive drab. 
John T. Adkins, '39, is with Walter Haer-
tel Products Co., in Wayzata, Minn. 
Earl J. Adams, '36, claims that the Little 
Fork population went up by the total of one 
male citizen on December 15, 1946. 
Richard W. Ahern, '40, is an immigrant 
inspector in Montana. 
George B. Amidon, '36, is still well satis-
fied with the Minnesota and Ontario Paper 
Co., where he is Forest Management Officer. 
Donald R. Ambrosen, '36, is engaged in 
the management of the Piedmont National 
Wildlife Refuge for the Fish and Wildlife 
Service. They are combining the manage-
ment of upland game and timber in the 
Lower Piedmont. 
Parker Anderson, '21, a man of little filith 
in Peavey affairs, is still Extension Forester 
in the College of Agriculture here at Min-
nesota. 
Frank A. Anderson, '31, known as "Porky" 
in his younger days, is Logging Superintend-
ent for Superior Wood Products, Inc. 
Roan. C. Anderson, '32, is District Ranger 
on the Bears Ear District, Routt National 
Forest. 
S. B. Andrews, '29, is Supervisor of the 
Supplies Inspection Organization, Western 
Electric Co., Inc., in Atlanta, Georgia. 
Joseph M. App, '42, returned to civilian 
life and the U.S.F.S. May 1, 1946. He says 
his work and two sons have kept him as busy 
as a detachment of Leathernecks-of which 
he was .one. 
John N. Ballantyne, '41, spent the spring 
quarter of '46 keeping John Wishert, '41, 
company at the Yale School of Forestry. 
He then spent four months on the Green 
Mountain ·National Forest before taking 
over his present job of Assistant Ranger on 
the White Mountain National Forest in 
New Hampshire. 
Robert Barkovic, '41, went on the Minne-
sota & Ontario payroll in November 1945 
as a compassman. Since then he has spent 
most of his time on special projects. 
Eldon A. Behr, '40, is seemingly busy do-
ing graduate work at the old Alma Mater 
and giving Dr. Rees a bit of aid in his 
classes. 
W. D. "Doug" Betzer, '34, is busy con-
tracting and growing seed crops for F. H. 
Woodruff & Sons, Inc. 
Jim Bert Berry, '10, is. trammg G.l.'s in 
Agriculture at Florida Southern College 
while running an advisory service in fruit 
growing and fertilizer problems. His clos-
ing words were "come by, hear!" 
Walter F. Beyer, '12, says, "the first war 
was enough" in regard to our query on serv-
ice in World War II. He is Vice President 
of the Home Insurance Company Associ-
ated Companies. 
Robert R. Beebe, '45, at the .time of writ-
ing, was working for the Michigan Conser-
vation Department on forest survey opera-
tions. 
Dwight W. Bensend, '37, has found keep-
ing busy no problem. He is teaching Forest 
Management and Utilization as well as be-
ing responsible for the operation of the sum-
mer camp at the Utah State Agricultural 
College. Last year he was also Secretary-
T reasurer of the lntermountain Section of 
the Society of American Foresters. 
Bruno J. Berklund, '42, is holding down 
an assistantship with us while completing 
work on his Master of Science degree. He 
expects to receive his degree this summer. 
, August E. Block, '41, was married ip June 
'46, and is now a Forester with Central States 
Forest Experiment Station taking a forest 
inventory. Prior to his transfer in October 
'46 he was in northern Idaho. 
Philip B. Blake, '07, finds citrus ranching 
in California a closely related industry to 
forestry. 
Morris R. Blackbum, '41, is a soil conser-
vationist with the Soil Conservation Service 
in Nebraska. 
Dave W. Blatter, '28, is with Rayonier Inc. 
of Washington. 
Harry P. Blodgett, '12, discovered twenty-
two years after graduation that he should 
have been an Aggie. He now owns his own 
dairy farm including seventy acres of wood-
land which is his greatest joy. 
Douglas S. Boardman, '40, still with the 
T.V.A., occasionally sees Bob Bilstein, '41, 
Marv. Smith, '41, Birger Ellertsen, '35, and 
Bill Jolly, '33. He also had a part in Bob 
Buchholtz's ('44) orientation training in the 
T.V.A. 
Robert C. Buckholtz, '44, recently dis-
charged from the Merchant Marines, is back 
with the T.V.A. 
Clarence B. Buckman, '40, is State Tim-
ber Appraiser at Little Fork, Minnesota. 
Stan J. Buckman, '31 (Ph.D. '34), of the 
Buckman Laboratories, Inc., is engaged in 
the manufacture of products used for bac-
terial and mold control in pulp and paper 
mills, tanneries, and other industries. 
W. H. Brenner, '30, is Supervisor of State 
Forest Nurseries and Planting for the Wis-
consin Conservation Department. 
C. Edward Carlson, '39, is an assistant pro-
fessor of Forestry at the School of Forestry, 
University of Florida. 
Harry W. Carskaden, '45, has recently 
been promoted to quality supervisor in the 
department . of "Scotchlete" for Minnesota 
Mining and Manufacturing Co. 
A. Dale Chapman, '29, is still the Chap-
man Chemical Company with his main oflice 
in Chicago, Ill. 
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Ralph H. Christopherson, '33, is District 
Forest Ranger on the Chippewa National 
Forest in the Blackduck District. 
Ray Cline, '32, is Work Unit Conserva-
tionist for the U. S. Soil Conservation Serv-
ice at Mcintosh, Minn. 
Victor H. Clausen, Jr., '46, is now an up-
and-coming member of the Chapman Chem-
ical Company. 
Harry T. Callinan, '33, has been assigned 
as Work Group Forester to assist the gov-
erning bodies of six Soil Conservation Dis-
tricts on forestry problemi;. He is with the 
Soil Conservation Service. 
William T. Cox, '06, took time out to drop 
us a note and check between trips for the 
Lake States Experiment Station. 
Robert 0. Danson, '18, is Superintendent 
of the Meramec State Forest Nursery. 
Maurice W. Day, '31, has a leave of ab-
sence from Michigan State College to do 
graduate work during the spring term at the 
University of California at Berkeley. 
L 
Merril E. Deters, '28, sent his congratu-
lations and Peavey subscription from Mos-
cow, Idaho. 
J. Lee Deen, '27, is Dean of Forestry and 
Dean of the Faculty at Colorado A. & M. 
Jack Densmore, '35, since returning from 
the Army, has had charge of the Soil Con-
servation Service program in Dave, ·Colum-
bia, Dodge, and Jefferson counties in Wis-
consin. 
Richard William Dingle, '41, is well on 
the way to a Master of Forestry degree from 
Yale, where he intends to spend a few more 
years. He is planning on joining the ranks 
in June-married ranks, that is. 
Harvey E. Djerf, '43, returned to the 
University in January 1946 and is well on 
the way to completion of his thesis on black 
spruce reproduction and to his M.S. degree. 
Weston Donehower, '31, is with the Cello-
phane Division of the Dupont Corporation 
at Wilmington, Delaware. 
Ross J. Donehower, '40, has said goodbye 
to a forty-hour week and gone into business 
on his own. After returning from the Air 
Corps he went back to Uncle but decided 
politics weren't his field. He reports having 
seen Ross Hanson, '40, who is with the Game 
and Fish Dept. at LaCrosse, and also Jerry 
Stoudt, '31, who lives a few miles up the 
nver. 
R. W. Eggen, '37, was a District Forester 
in the Wisconsin Conservation Department 
upon graduation, spent four years in the 
Army Air Corps, and is now pulpwood in-
spector for Kimberley-Clarke Corporation. 
Robert L. Eikum, '43, Project Forester in 
the Alabama Division of Forestry, reports 
"Morri" Steenslund, also with the Alabama 
Forestry Division, is now married and has 
a son. 
Eugene T. Erickson, '25, is now looking 
forward to his silver wedding anniversary 
in September of 1950 as no doubt are Mrs. 
Erickson and their three children. He is 
Manager of Country Club Grounds Inter-
national Business Machine Plant 2 in New 
York. 
Oswald J. Esterl, '39, with the Forest Serv-
ice in Orofino, Idaho, sent his regrets that 
he was unable to make the annual Forestry 
Banquet. 
j 
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Glenn L. Evans, '45, Forester for Wm. 
Bonifas Lumber Co. in Michigan, is another 
of the boys to "take unto himself a wife." 
Thomas R. Evans, '36, is Stream Improve-
ment Supervisor of the Minnesota Game and 
Fish Department. 
Joseph P. Falbo, '37, came through with 
the first alumni subscription from his home 
in Hibbing. 
Arthur E. Ferber, '35, is still in charge of 
the Soil Conservation Service nursery at 
Mandan, North Dakota. He tosses· out a 
challenge to any of his old cronies to pit 
their pheasant hunting skill against his this 
fall. 
George Forus, '33, now a Forest Engineer 
in private forestry, has found very gratify-
ing results the rule rather than the excep-
tion in forest management by industry. 
Ell~ry Foster, '28, is now Research Di-
rector with International Woodworkers of 
America, CIO, after spending four years 
as Labor Economist on logging and lumber 
in the War Production Board. He now di-
vides his time between forest policy and edu-
cation, and the economics of the logging and 
lumber industries. 
George F. Freeman, '14, after putting in 
the war as deck officer on merchant vessels, 
is now with the Isthmian Steamship Co. 
Franklyn T. Frederickson, '31, is another 
of the satisfied employees of Minnesota and 
Ontario Paper Co. He claims to be very 
busy "raising another crop of prospective 
foresters or foresters' wives," having two of 
each to date. 
C. M. Prudden, '20, is in the retail and 
wholesale lumber business in Greene, Iowa. 
0. W. Frost, . '23, is Supervisor of the 
Woods Products Laboratory of the U. S. 
Gypsum Co. 
James R. Gillis, '11, who did his soldier-
ing in 1898, is in the forest products field. 
Joseph 0. Gjertson, '38, was transferred 
from timber management on the Chelan 
Forest in Washington to Assistant Ranger 
on the Umatilla of Oregon in November, 
1946. He too has a new baby girl. 
Ernest J. George, '28, is Station Superin-
tendent and Silviculturist with the Northern 
Great Plains Field Station in North Dakota. 
Warren E. Gilbertson, '41, after three and 
a half years in the army has joined the U. 
S. Geological Survey Staff. 
Paul N. Goodmonson, '45, is now Resident 
Forester for the Columbia County Tree 
Farm for Crown Zellerb1ch Corporation m 
Oregon. 
Wilbert A. Graupmann, '41, is the owner 
and operator of the Crookston Bowling Cen-
ter - well, the pins and alleys are wood, 
aren't they? 
C. F. Grafton, '37, is still living in New 
Orleans and is employed by the Chapman 
Chemical Corifpany .. 
Chalmer W. Gustafson, '41, is another 
graduate on the U.S.F.S. payroll. Cliff is in 
Thompson Falls, Montana. 
George E. M. Gustafson, '39, is on the 
Sinnissippi Forest which has been recently 
created at Oregon, Illinois. 
R. B. Howard, '13, with the Owens Illinois 
Glass Company reminds us that there are 
still plenty of ·"boys" around that made the 
first "shrapnel shin-dig." · 
Ross W. Haven, '33, is with the Gip~~n 
Lumber Company, Prescott, Wisconsin. 
William E. Hallin, '29, reports from the 
Berkley Experiment Station that he has seen 
Dale Chapman and Leyden Ericson, whose 
office is "just down the hall", and Cliff Ris-
bun as well as "running into" Wes Done-
hower on New Caledonia a couple of times. 
E. H. Hall, '13, states his present business 
as "none-sold out and retired." 
Grant Harris, '12, is well along on his 
thirty-fourth year in the cedar pole business. 
He is with the Page and Hill Post and Pole 
Company. 
Orville J. Hade, '42, is District Forester 
for William Bonifas Lumber Company in 
Michigan. 
Robert G. Helgeson, '40, is with St. Paul 
and Tacoma Lumber Company as a Logging 
Engineer. 
R. William Hosfield, '41, is Assistant For-
est Ranger with the U. S. Forest Service in 
Ohio. 
Robley W. Hunt, '31, Mud Lake Wildlife -
Refuge Manager, says any from the class of 
'31 is guaranteed bed and board - "even 
the Tau Phi Delts." 
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Philip L. Huntley, '39, Forester, is with 
the North Star Timber Company after four 
years in the army, two of which were in the 
Pacific Theater. 
Charles E. Hutchinson, '39, came through 
with a swell letter to us about his job as 
Junior Utility Man in the Bank of America 
along with an account of the activities of 
certain notables from the Itasca Corporation 
of '35, such as "Duke Dugan." Thanks, 
"Hutch". 
Barclay Infantino, '34, was recalled to 
duty in November, '46, after being made 
inactive in March, '46. His civilian occupa-
tion is or was social worker for Pennsylvania 
Department of Public Research. 
Wilbur R. Isaacson, '32, is District Ranger 
on the Clark Forest in Missouri. The only 
other Minnesotan on the Clark Forest is 
Bill Emerson. 
L. W. R. Jackson, '25, left the Federal 
Service on September 1, 1946, and joined 
the Forestry School Faculty as Professor of 
Silviculture and also a member of the Grad-
uate School faculty at the University of 
Georgia. About one-third of his time will 
be donated to research on forestry problems 
in the Piedmont Region. 
Norman G. Jacobson, '10, with the St. 
Paul and Tacoma Lumber Company, shares 
our optimistic view of the future of For-
estry and Foresters. 
Robert William Johnson, '41, is now in 
the landscaping business m Seattle, Wash-
ington. 
Arthur L. Janura, '42,. is Senior Forester 
of the Forest Preserve District of Cook 
County, Illinois. 
Raymond A. Jensen, '37, is busy at the 
Forest Experiment Station .at Cloquet, Minn. 
Ernest.L. Kolbe, '27, of California, is For-
est Engineer for the Western Pine Assn. 
Robert M. Kolbe, '37, is now with the 
Connor Lumber and Land Company at 
Lanoa, Wisconsin. 
Onni 0. Koski, '35, hearing that "three 
of a kind beats a pair," has taken the neces-
sary steps and now has three daughters to 
aid in his Forest Engineering duties with the 
Minnesota and Ontario Paper Company. 
Ray W. Knudson, '28, is Assistant Forest 
Supervisor with the U.S.F.S. He has two 
Minnesota Foresters as co-workers, namely 
Don Ferguson and Walter G. Wilson. 
Oswald K. Krogfoss, '35, commodity spe-
cialist (lumber and other forest products) 
in the U. S. Tariff Commission, Washing-
ton, D.C., reports he saw Rolland Lorenz 
and Leslie Orr at a meeting of the Society 
of American Foresters in February, '47; He 
is one of the many who met our request for 
information on themselves and oth.ers with 
the true cooperative 'spirit and sent "alo~g 
a number of addresses of fellow Minneso-
tans. 
Carl G. Krueger, '27, has for the past 
three. years been Forest Supervisor of the 
Pisgah-Croaton National Forest. 
Forest .J. Lane, '39, is Immigrant Inspector 
for the Immigration and Naturalization 
Service in Idaho. Between Q.aving a female 
addition to the Lane family in July, '46, and 
having joined the· bank in buying a house, 
he is more than busy. 
Wilfred H. Lauer, '35, now has four coun-
ties in southeastern Minnesota .jn .~liich'. to 
assist farmers in managing their farm wood-
lots in his capacity of Farm Forester. 
Charles L. Lewis, '10, President and Treas-
urer of the Badger Cranberry Company, 
Treasurer and Manager of Midwest Cran-
berry Company, and Vice-President of the 
National Cranberry Association, wishes to 
invite E. G. to come up and see his 15,000 
white and Norway pine trees which are from 
8 to 15 years old. 
David Lohn, '38, is Secretary of Welton 
Board in Bagley, Minnesota. 
Ralph W. Lorenz, '30, (Ph.D., '38) is in 
Forest Research in the Department of For-
estry at the University of Illinois. He is 
challenging Dr. Kaufert to a handball game 
to check on his advancement to the stage 
of senescence. Seems he is still afraid to ex-
tend this to include Clyde Christensen, how-
ever. 
Gordon C. Maxson, '43, with the Penn 
Mutual Life Insurance Company in New 
Mexico, seems hard hit by the building 
boom. He is building a new home and finds 
it "taint cheep." 
.. John M. McMillen, '33, Technologist with 
the U. S. Forest·Products Laboratory in the 
Division of Timber Physics, may still be 
good for a free cigar the next time you see 
him. His second addition to the male pop-
ulation was made in January, '47. 
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Otis C. McCreey, '22, is now Director of 
Training for Aluminum Company of Amer-
ica in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 
William A. McFarland, '37, Research 
Chemist with American Lumber and Treat-
ing Company in Oregon, is "more than 
anxious to hear from anyone on the coast." 
He is in charge of the new W auna research 
unit. 
Robert W. Merz, '35, who is now Silvicul-
turist with the Central States Forest Experi-
ment Station, saw Frank Dolance out in 
Kansas, heard from Binger and "Bugs" Ei-
lertson about the time he received our letter, 
and is ·wotking with Gus Linstrom. - -
Jim Michels, '40, is a Forester with the 
U.S.F.S. on the Sierra National Forest. 
Harold L. Mitchell, '30, rs Director of the 
Central States Forest Experiment Station. 
Lymen C. Miles, '39, is manager of the 
Photocopy Company in Minneapolis. 
: Walter M. Moore, '09, now has a civilian 
position with the Air Forces as administra-
tive officer after serving in two wars. 
M. A. Morse, '35, is with the U. S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service at Winona, Minn. 
Alf. Z. Nelson, '31, is Chief of the For-
estry Division in the Bureau of Land Man-
agement, Department of Interior, Washing-
ton, p. C, 
A'1hur L. Nelson, '23, after· starting out 
in Region Two, spending some time in Re-
gion Eight and in the Washington oflii:e, 
is back in the high country again. He had 
quite a chat with the many Minnesota grad-
uates at the S.A.E. meeting in Salt Lake 
City. He now has a two year old grandson 
and a Forester son at Colorado A. & M. 
Urban C. Nelson, '35, has been continu-
ously employed by the Soil Conservation 
Service in Minnesota and Missouri on for-
estry and wildlife work and is now District 
Conservationist. 
Norman 0. Nelson, '35,. is District Forest 
Ranger with the U. S, Forest Service in Hay-
ward, Wisconsin . 
Theodore B. Niehaus, '33, reports How-
ard Smith, '33, has just joined him on the 
Tahoe National Forest as grazing assistant. 
Ted finds the timber boom is really keeping 
him busy in his timber sales work. 
Gerald O'Neil, '41, is the latest Minne-
sota man to join the staff of the Minnesota 
and Ontario Paper Company. 
Leslie W. Orr, '27, assistant division leader 
in the Division of Forest Insect Investiga-
tions of the Bureau of Entomolgy and Plarit 
Quarantine, is busy making plans for re-
search studies for this coming season on the 
control of several extensive outbreaks of 
forest insects. 
Harold Ostergaard, '24, completed twenty 
years with the State Forestry Division March 
31, 1946, with a record of having taken part 
in all branches of the work. 
R. L. Osborne, '31, joined the ~~~Je).~.iver 
Company in Missouri upon discharge from 
the Navy in January in 1946 and is doing 
-timber production and sales work. 
Francis V. Ostrowski, '21, may be found 
at the Crossways Restaurant in the First 
National Bank Building, St. Paul, Minn. 
Scott S. Pauley, '39, expects to get his 
Ph.D. from Harvard in June and continue 
thereafter on research in forest geneti<;s at 
Harvard. 
Thomas M. Partridge, '41, is with Den-
niston and Partridge Lumber Company, 
Newton, Iowa. 
Lansing A. Parker, '35, after a year and 
a half of exploring and promoting rubber 
production in Brazil, returned to the States 
to work for the Fish and Wildlife Service. 
He is Assistant Chief of the Federal Aid 
Division (Pittman-Robertson work). During 
recent ramblings he has seen many o/· the 
Minnesota gang. 
Hubert L. Person, '21, is Forester in 
charge of the East Texas Board of the 
Southern Forests Experiment Station. 
Bernie D. Peterson, '37, is with the Soil 
Conservation Service in Wisconsin. 
Lyall E. Peterson, '31, transferred from 
the U.S.F.S. in 1942 to the War Production 
Board. In 1943 he moved over to the Insti-
tute of Interamerican Affairs as an Ag econ-
omist. In this job he spent three and one-
half years in Paraguay, Venezuela, and Cos-
ta Rica. Last September he returned to the 
Forest Service and has once again left them. 
This time it is for a position with the Inter-
national Basic Economy Corporation. 
Herman Nelson Pettibone, '12, completed 
thirty years of service in the sales depart-
ment of Chicago Mill and Lumber Company 
in January, 1947. 
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Samuel S. Poirier, '37, has returned to the 
Forest Service as Timber Management As-
sistant on the Ochoco National Forest after 
a stretch in the army followed by six months 
with the_ Edward Hines Logging Company 
in Seneca, Oregon. 
Howard·A.--Posi /39~ personnel officer for 
U.N.R.R.A. Through his attendance at the 
S.A.F. of the Washington secti~n meetings 
he sees ~any Minnesotans including George 
Olson, Oswald Krogfas, and· John Kurzel, 
a:ll of the class of '38. His ~ife presented 
him with a son in September 1946. 
Donland E. Price, '33, District Ranger, 
Horney National Forest, recently increased 
the female population by one. 
Harold F. Rathburn, '28, with Wood Pres-
ervation, National Pole and Treating Divi-
sion, was one of the more than welcome 
alumni at our annual banquet. 
Clifford E. Risbrandt, '31, District Ranger, 
Pineridge District, Sierra National Forest, 
was transferred just in time to send us his 
new address. 
John S~ ,Riss, '37, is with the Bureau of 
Entomology and' Plant Quarantine. -
John A. Rundgren, '33, is District Ranger 
for the U. S. Forest Service at Bailey; Col. 
Paul J. St. Amant, '31, Forester on the 
staff of the Forest Supervisor on the Chip-
pewa National Forest. He has six Minnesota 
grads for company on the Chippewa. 
Ken W. Sackett, '39, now Assistant Super-
intendent for Savens Construction Co., 
worked for Botsford Lumber Co. upon grad-
uation in December '39, serve<!:_ fifty-eight 
months in the Army Ordnance, took his 
present job in January 1946. 
Victor A. Sandberg, '33, Regional Train-
ing Officer in Region One, finds it most 
pleasant to be back in the field after twenty 
months in D. C. as a "bureaucrat." 
Roland J. Schaar, '3 3, has been seeing a 
good deal of the western states as a member 
of the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 
Arthur E. Schneider, '31, is acting in a 
civilian forestry advisory capacity to the 
Military Governor of Kyanggi, -0ne of South 
Korea's provinces. 
Philip M. Schroeder, '38, was married dur-
ing the war and now has two children, a girl 
and a boy, his namesake, whom he refuses 
to call "Junior". He extends a welcome 
hand "to any of the old guard" to his six-
bedroom home. 
Frank Shearer, '37, who is in the field of 
manufacturing and wholesaling lumber prod-_ 
ucts, says the latch string is-·atways-out"'i'e' 
any Minnesota Forester who strays into the 
Willamette Valley. 
S. V. Sihvonen, '36, is oi;i.~ of several Min-, 
nesota foresters with Crossett. Lumbe.r Co. ·. 
... 
Kermit J. Sjoquist, '36, we trust is now ()f 
an explosive nature, having spent the war 
years supervising the making of TNT and 
the M-51 fuse. He is now Sales Develop-
ment Engineer for the United States Rubber 
Company. 
Richard C. Smith, '37, graduated from the 
Duke University School of Forestry in Jan- '.· 
uary '47, and is now Assistant Professor of 
Forestry at the University of Missouri. 
Norman Sorge, '46, decided to make a 
hobby into a business and is now employed 
by Joseph E. Seagram and Sons, as are 
Harold Todd and Lee Winner, '43. 
Harold W. Spink, '14, is in the wholesale 
lumber business in Missouri. · . , · .. · · 
Jerome H. Stovdt,~'31, is"~ ~b{~i~gi;t .. for 
the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 
John A. Stevenson, '12, was well repre-
sented in W or~d War II by three sons in 
the three primary branches of service. Hi: 
is head .of the' Divisio·rr ofrMycology and 
Disease Survey in the Bureau of Plant In-
dustry. He is also the 1947 President of the 
Mycological Society of America. 
Henry A. Stoehr, '33, left the Soil Con-
servation Service last September for an As-
sistant Professorship at Michigan State Col-
lege. He received his Master's degree from 
Duke last year. 
Wayne Sword, '34, is Assistant Supervisor 
of Lower Michigan National Forests. 
Lawrence P. Terch, '38, with the U.S.F.S., 
has now been married four years and has 
two husky sons. 
Arvid Tesaker, '30, with the Soil Conser-
vation Service in Michigan, made his seventh 
move in eight years recently. He helped 
establish a transplant nursery of 500,000 
trees this fall; they used a celery planter to 
do the job. 
Roy B. Thomson, '25, is Professor of 
Forest Economics at the .Duke:-:University 
School of Forestry, according lo latest re-
ports. 
Dillon P. Tierney, '06, is in charge of real 
estate for the St. Paul District Corps of 
Engineers. 
Sigurd J. Tjalgaard, '36, is a ranger on 
the Chippewa National Forest. 
Richard M. Townsend, '36, is another 
Minnesota man with the Crossett Lumber 
Company . 
Danford Thomas, '29, is owner of the H. 
C. Borhus Insurance Agency in, Minneapolis. 
David B. Vesall, '39, is Game :Bi-;logist 
for the Minnesota Division of Game and 
Fish under the Pittman-Robertson Research 
and Investigation Project. 
A. E. W-ackerman, '21, ·is a Professor of 
Forest Utilization at the Duke Uni~ersity 
School of Forestry. 
William L. Webb, '35, is back at the State 
College of Forestry, Syracuse, N. Y., as 
Assistant Professor in Wildlife Management 
and Forest Zoology after a stretch with the 
Navy Air Corps. 
· ·j Douglas C. Welch, '40; sends word from 
Louisiana that he is engaged in the manu-
facture of a forest product, namely furni-
ture. He is with the Mengel Company in 
Ba.t;on Rouge. 
Willard E. West, '40, Forester with the 
Minneosta Forest Service, sends his greet-
'ings to all and the news that Forrest Olsen, 
·· '40, is a Forester with the Illinois Forests. 
Arthur L. Whiton, '21, is Sales Manager 
for the Chicago Mill and Lumber Company. 
Le}'man 0. Williamson, '37, is Area .Biolo-
gist for the Biology Laboratory at Wood-
ruff, Wisconsin. He served in the O.S.S., 
is married and has two boys. 
David M. Williams, '29, is, at present, the 
Fire Control Officer on the Lassen National 
Forest in California. 
Adolph K. Wogensen, '29, Forest Ranger 
on the Ashley National Forest, Wyoming, 
seems to have things on his mind as he says, 
"It seems that we continue to run our 
United States by blunder and thunder of 
pressure groups." 
Alden Wuoltee, '39, is Timber Manage-
ment Assistant on Trinity National Forest, 
Calif. 
, Walter Zillgitt, '32, has a leave of absence 
from his work with the Lake States and is 
getting his master's degree at the University 
of Michigan. 
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Do You Remember When • • • • 
. The old horse stage from Park Rapids to Itasca stopped at Arago for dinner. 
The table presented a rather unique arrangement. One .end ~f the long table car- .. 
ried a table cloth, the other was covered with oil cloth. On the table ~loth there 
was a glass of toothpicks; on the other end there was .no.ne. The dinner was the 
same at both ends, but those who sat next to 'the cloth paid 50 cents, at the other 
end 25 c~,nts. E. G. said, "Being a professor I always had to sit next to the cloth-
damn it." 
Some of the oldtimers may remember when a callow youth named Miller came 
up to Itasca Park with the freshman class. At that time the freshmen spent the 
entire term in ,a series of si,ck i;g_mps to which they packed out all their supplies. 
Somehow Miller's pack was always 15 to 20 pounds heavier than any of the others. 
It was not till the last trip was made that someone discovered(?) a. large stone in 
the bottom of his pack sack. 
The next fall quarter he transferred to agriculture. 
In the old days around 1910 B.A. (before automobiles) getting f~om St. Paul 
to Itasca Park was an ardtious trip. We left St. Paul on a local train at 8:40 A.M. 
and arrived at Park Rapids at 5:10 P.M. The next day we left. Park Rapids at 
8:30 A.M. and arrived at Itasca (if we survived the dinner at Arago) ,at 5:90. P.M_. 
' ." ' . ) , - -··-· 
It was in the days when only a desperate character would dare drive a car 
from Park Rapids to the Park, and the night before a bear had visited one of the 
camps and stolen all the bacon, butter and eggs. Bill Pearce was lying lazily under 
the shade of a tree. A car floundered past. Bill raised ·on one· elbow and ·scowled 
at it. "Between the bears and the au_tomobiles there'll be no living in this place 
much longer!" he growled and subsided again. 
One day when Bill Pearce was lying on his back in the w.oods looking up at 
the tree tops, he suddenly exclaimed, "Look at the sheeny tree!" 
"Which one?" Art Hodgman asked. 
Bill grinned. "The one with all the little cohens on it." 
Cheyney never caught Bill without something to say but once. That was when 
he came into the room just as Bill was drawing E.G.'s picture on the blackboard. 
Probably a lot of you remember when "Krug" Young almost visited his an-
cestors .... Krug was a husky boy; all-conference tackle and a splendid swimmer. 
One windy day he went out to swim by himself in a tin boat. His jersey bothered 
him and he treaded water to take it off. His shoulder slipped out of joint and the 
boat had blown far away. By the time he caught the boat and got into it, with one 
arm, he was almost down to Wegneaun's, and was almost ready to heed that rule 
about not going swimming alone! 
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\ Ison, Conrad w., '31, u.s.f.S., Glidden, Wis. ~e '757r..Ef-™~·~. U.SFSJ '3o Sq""r <::):} i 
\. C¥1ao~rd~ '3?, Schoo of Forestry, University Cox, :William T., '06~. ,2186 Dosw~!l A¥-S:J- St:_ P.!!111, ... 6 '7.::- o .·~f Fl~~esv1!l!> Fla. Minn. ~US >h•"-'i 'l<..0_"'-_~or·~'jl-c,r-e::;fii ~ -,<.,, 
i. ~; Gardoc:i H., '33, Hutchinson Floral Shop, Hutch- Crane, Leo, '16, San AntonioYTexas.. --· --:-.--<t_t-:, ~ ).J · 
('~'., .. mson, Minn. Crew, John E., 9, 3208 - 21st Ave. S., Minneapolis, _; ~ Carbon, C. Homer, '27, 1814 - 11th Ave. So., Minne- Minn. · _ I 
, · apqlis, Minn.•,.., Cummings, Thos., '14, Fort Benton, Mont. tt N!, 
Carlson, John E.,,.,R. I. Box 73A, Barnum, Minn. Cuzner, Harold, '05, Agricultural College P. I., Los = ~ 
rt.on, l>hillip 0., '38, Address unknown. Bonos, Laguana, P. I. " µ: 
ai,kaden, Ha~ry W., '45, Minnesota Mining Co., Dahl, Earl B., '39, 4624 Ewing Ave. So., Minneapolis, ~ · - ' 
St. Paul, Minn. Minn :: ~; 
C~ R~J; '3~' __ 46l(> W~land An., Drexel! ;Hill, Dab~, Er~est B., '31, Priv~te business, Burl!ngton, N. C. ;; ·"' 
.. ~ ·J M '36 Add k. · Danielson, Kenneth W., 36, Intermountain Forest and •' - f 
...-...,aae, ames ., , ress un nown. R E · S · 0 d U h '' o--, 
Cader, John William, '36, 3628 - lst Ave. S., Minne- D ange R ?erimbnt ,~~tio% g en, tac . "' c 
apolis, Minn. ', anson, . ~ rt S If , urseryman, onservatJ.on . .:·---~ 
Chance Jenner '15 Highway Departrpent, Bismarck, Commission, u Ivan, Mo .. 
N. b. ' ' vDavis, Ed":'ard, '4Q, De<:eased-killed in action. 
Chapman, Herman H., '99, Professor Emeritus, Yale ~avis; Harry ]:,' '39, Address unknown. 
School of Forestry, 205 Prospect St., New Haven, Davis, Robert G., '42, qo~ W,.., 28th. S~., Minneapolis, \ :,:.-
Conn. Minn. Re7 Ls/e.-~cf "· 3u:,.' .;_~i\.A' !) '6:. r.:' ~:.; 
Chapman, Roy A., '27, U.S.F.S., Washington, D. C. Day, Maurice W., '31,~uqbar-For. Expt. Sta.," Sault 
Chase, Oarence D., '30, Lake States Forest Exp. Station, Ste. Marie, Mich. ~ 7) I ~ c1 c, ti_ · 
University Farm, St. Paul, Minn. Dech, Keith W., '38, U. S. A. Air \::orps, McClellan 
Cha-:e; Warren, '26, Sc~ool of Foresi;ry and Conserva- Field, Calif. r:iJ.1113 S 4p 50 / ·~_"ct. _S:')J 
t1on, Ann Arbor, Mich. Deen, Joshua Lee, '27 ~~ean of · Div. ot For-
Cheo, K. H., '35, Died about Nov. 1, 1946. estrr, Colorado State College, Ft. Collins, Colo. 
\ 
r'").: 
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\f)-_-,.· ~·.~·t '01.?~·u:·:;":'-'-·~,!.r : 
~1 _ ·-· ) 1c',rr 1 , 
Deering, Robert, '10, U.S.F.S., 1590 Sacramento St.,· En12trom, Harold E., '31/,. U.S.F.S., 630 Sansome St., 
San Francisco 9, Calif. '" '\ . SanFrj!Acisco, Calif.(11e~.-T3ur·/i:..~'i""C' ''..;''.::. 
\ DeFlon, Leland L. (Rev.), '18, ~ C' J 5t p ~ -- : IE~str~rli,I Warren C., '38, Bovey, Minn"' 1 "' ,'J' • 
, .rsch·i ;r lG,1/;;;o~,I7 -..DJ~;,_.,,t>ffAF )J~sp/"11i';,1e. i:C.J;~«kgovickE, John,T'39', D6 ecMe":s1e1bd-kkilleNd iyn action . .-Oe1t man enn, 4 , 1v. o qrestry, ennsy vaQ.!.,a • nc son, ugene ., 2 , 1 roo , . . 
State C~Ilege, State College, Pa. . rickson, Herbert ]., '36, Address unknown. 
I DeLaittre, Calvin '38, 1821 Bryant Ave. S., Minne- Erickson, Leyden, '21, California Range and Forest Ex-
apolis, Minn.' · . periment Station, U.S.F.S., Berkeley, Calif. 
I Delane>'., Richard,_,'27, l!:· S. Indian S,l'rvice, Miqn,e- , Er~ckson, M~rtin L., 'O~, Flandreau, S .. D. 
I apohs, Minn. f\e-:i.J !:;,/DO KJ, Bro<>dl.0"-'J·,Roi>b1~-5c/..i.. Er1Ckson, Wilfred H., 35, Durand, Wis. 
"\ i 
~ DeLeu":, Ro~rt, '38, 4716 Portland Ave. "3., Minne- "'±) Erson,_ Roy J., '35.._ l Ul 17th /ne. S.Ei!'{'Mj111Jtl"!l~~· -~ apolis, Minn. Minn .. ~ rit /ler-TDY' Lhr-. ~s ?Y . .'-' Ii",, ' • ~\.3 r!:'ellb~rg, Robert A.', '3o, Address unknown. Erso?, Walm, '40, -~h:Av... - . -~!is, J<-
, Denrus, Henry M., 16, Tacoma Lumber Co., Tacoma, !ll1iim- "f'I · 1 · • 
1 
y, ' . . . • - ·. . _ '" 
Wash. ' , • Ersta~. Andrew, '13, Klamath Falls, Oregon. .-\ 
Densmore, Jack W:., _'3~, S.~.S., ~t-'&ra' Ester!, Oswald, '39, U.S.F.S., Orofino, Idaho (Clear- :·.• .. · 
1
_ 
-lwo, ~'is. j~:-_.._i ."Tc-.~-<.c~,./vl .... rit.5t' 1'1 !111 .:... water National Forest). 
Deters, Merrill E., '28, Dept. of Forestry, U. of Idaho, 1 . , 1 Eustis, Arthur B., '42, 30 Luverne Ave. S., Minne-Moscow, Idaho..,. - - - · '· ~J.-, MitID·- - ~-·· / 
Detwile_r,_ S. B., '06, Secti~n.tof W~land Management, / EVa"ns, Gle.nn .~, .:'45~ 0 cly -..Boniface Lbr. Co . .J_Iron Div1s1on of Conservai:ig.n Operation, S.C.S., ~as&- Mountain,· Midi. 
ington, D. C. ~· . \~ Evans, Thomas R., '36, Game and Fish Dept., Minne-
Dic.k inson, Fred E., '38, ale School of Forestr~H-6' sota Conservatio~ Dept., St .. Paul, Minn._ . 
P~; New Ha en 14, Conn. J;y~11~011,_c;::Ja_rence,' 3:4t Camp Riley Creek, Fifield, Wis. 
Diessner, _Donald, '40, Waconia,_ Minn. . ... ' E~erts, ,6.,!llbro.~~ B., '26, U.S.F.S., 114 Smith-Tower 
Dingle, R1chard'tll'fl, 1604 Merrill St., St. Paul, Mm!'· Bldg., 'Seattle, 'Wash. 
Dingle, Roy H.~ '37, S.C.S., Norwalk, Wis. Fahlstrom, George B., '42, c/o Casein Co. of America, 
Dion, Carl R., '38, 840 East Ave:, St. Paul 6, Minn. Bainbridge, N. Y. 
/- ;-Djerf, Harvey E., '.43, !iltrn.tatS ;; TT f !lin~ Falbo, Joseph P., '37, 2708 Third Ave. E., Hibbing, 
"-' : Dobie? Joh~ ~<! '3?, Fl7 - 43 Avt.- So.~Minneapolis, 0 ', Minn. 
; Minn. l. kl r : ·", r•1 ! V)"" Co <Is ' Ve p /. ~ I ·Fegraeus, Thorbern L., '23, Deceased. 
Dockstader, Chas. L., '23, 2140 Niles t., St. Paul, "\ · 11Fenger, Gunnar K., '23, Deceased. Minn. · ~ 11Ferber, Arthur E., '35, 406\/, Third Ave. N.W., S.C.S., 
Dole, Sumner, A., '41, Storrs, Con'l. ~'I Mandan. N. D. 
Dolence, Frank, '31, U.S.F.S., P.O. Box ·~994, South ~ llferguson, Donald H., ,'31, U.S.F.S., Brownstown, Ind. 
Hibbing,_ Minn. , , . l Finn, ~aymondJ::.,'}.§.,J!],Duncan Ave., Cornwall on 
vDolgaard, Sigurd J., 36, U.S.F.S., Bena, Minn. _ ; - Hudson, N. Y. 
Donehower, Ross, '40, Dakota, Minn. ~s.), ~ Finnegan, Joseph, '40, 3814 Mobile St., El Paso, Texas. 
Donehower, West&ilt, '31, duPont Chemical Co., 13 $. Fischer, William H., '28, U.S.F.S., 231. 2nd Ave. S.E., 
Stuart Rd., Westove( HiUs, Wilmi_njtop.,_J~ • ~- Atlanta, Ga. 
Dosen, Robert, '40,-~rlc:ile'f ~ Pftlfl, M:ifttr.:.1 -\1. Fisher, James N., '37, Cooperative Forest Ranger, Wis-
Dudos, Edward, '27,~ 2090 - 28th Ave. W., Seattle, <:;Q ~ consin Conservation Dept., Black River Falls, Wis. 
Wash. ·• ' · '::.-::: ana,gan, Clement Michael; '25, Antigo, Wis. 
Dundas, Jack P., '35, S.C.s!, Whitehall, Wis. " okestad, James 0., U.S.F.S., Gunnison, Colo. 
Dunn, Frallk, '15, 325-Iluena Vtsta, Colorado. ;. oley; Joseph M., '42, 1435 Charles Ave., St. Paul, 
Dunne, Robert, '39, 558 N. Lexington Ave., St. Paul, c(.2 Minn. 
Minn. ~ ~Forder, Milton H., '30, U.S.F.S., NQ.rthome, Minn. 
Durum, Walton, '39, 291',Atwater St., St. Paul, Minn. · c Forsberg, Carl, '17, Deceased. ' 
1.Duvall, Th!-lre C., '33., Wood Conservation Co., Clo- ·:r_ £.:i Forus, George, '33, }724 All~ndale Ave.'J-Q &it' q; 
quet, Minn. c ,...._ ~.\.!)uluth 3, M~~ - ·-
Dwyer, Daniel E., '21, 969 '.Goodrich Ave., St. Paul, ,. Foster, Ellery /\.~Director of Research, CIO lnJer--~ ._J 
Minn. , ~ national Wood Workers ,of America;%727J;Qu.. ':::\) 
~on, John J., ~27, ~mis Ba~ Co., ~hicago, Ill. ~~Frederickson, Franklin T., '31? Minn. & Ontario Paper ()_ 
Eggen, Clarence T., 40, Kel~1her, Minn. ,. - Co., International Falls, Minn. . · 
Egge~, Roy. W., '37, c/o Bomfas Lbr. Co., Iron Moun- ;. ~Freeman, George, '14, 13.1 tfooper Ave,, Toms River, :;;:J 
tam, M1Ch. ~~-;-- N. J. ·.-i:: 
Eikum, Robert L., '43, N. Brainbridge, Montgomery, . v Freeman, Richard C., '38, 1123 Third Ave., Menomonie, 
~A.. Ala., or Alabama Div. of Forestry. ~' V' Wis . 
.,.-tiisenach, Walter, '11, Address unknown. U Freeman, Victor V., '30, Deceased. 
Eissle, Ralph E., '3,?:1 6305 Lyndale Ave. S., Minne- ·,·,...3;: French, David W., '43, '~raduate Student, University 
apolis, Minn. (wt'nl. L.,.JY\f. WI!.~ ~r"'- C. ) ~, Farm, St. Paul, Minn.· ' 
~klund, Raymond A., '26, Address unknown. •;,; Frisby, Samuel A., '31, 1100 E. lroq\'ois, Freeport, Ill. 
Elkington, Ralph ]., '40, Consolidated W. P. & P., S- Frost,_ Orcutt W., '23, l!· S. Gypsum Co., 1253 W. 
Wisconsin Rapids, Wis. D1versey Parkway,tCh1Cago, Ill. 
vEilertsen, Birger W., '35, T.V.A., Norris, Tenn. . · ~Fry, John R., Ji;-., '33, S.C.S., County Court House, ~11 R d W '38 US F S L · N H . . Black River Falls, Wis. strom, aymon ., _ , . . · ., ac~a,, , · · 1 dd C M '20 G I 
1 lston, Judson D., '37.l.}<""• 'Bty Co')S I h:~~t G, - - rubien, · ., ,' reen
1
e, a .. 
\..... , d . h . "?_,_ -_ ar sch, Kenneth, 39, Wa tham, Minn. 
Elo, Arne, 36, 404 - ~~ Ave. ~., Chi~ olm, Minn. ">( '~ · Gay, Cheste~, '24, Moose Lake, Minn. Emer~n, Ha~old ~" -38, 4lz0 Washington Ave. So., -~ . Gebhart, Ernest J., '46, 6~0 Front St., Marietta, Ohio. 
M1nneapol1s, Minn. ,..; Gelbmann John '37 McLeod Lumber Co. McLeod 
\A;merson, WiUi11m ]., '38, ~- Della :P Wl, · ™ta, - ~ Calif. ' ' ' · ' ' 
oJi!ir: AJc!;-,..s5 ~V. ,(\:c- 0uv. '' ewalt Chester '42 Breckenri~Minn~-"'JfSFS) 
Engebretson, Alf., '39, 3}1!~· 6th St., Hudson, Wis. ~ Gibner'. David R. s:, '33.iCfatke c;Jrrty Court Rouse, 
Engstrom, Albert, '37, Asst. State Forester, State Capi-' ',, \ Vancouver, Wash. (Colufubia National Forest). 
to! Bldg., Oklahoma City, Okla. ::, . , ilbertson, Warren, '41, Towner, N. D. 
[\~, G-eor1e, ErriEs13., 1 ;2.~1 U 5 fr~lJ Sfei...1 /vl«...>tdo.>i, N, 'D.a.rf'(.. (Si'fv1c.uffi;r-1 ,( ~ 
s~r'") ). 
D 
I 
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CHAPMAN 
For Modem 
WOOD PRESERVATIV·ES 
Complete Line of Tested Chemicals 
for All Wood Preserving Problems 
* * * * * 
"Penta"· Preservative - Versatile wood preservative, oil soluble, for 
lumber and wooden structure~ controls decay and dry rot, also ter-
mites, Lyctus beetles and other insect attack:· Equdlly effective as soil 
poison for termites. 
Permatox WR - Oil soluble! water repellent preservative for millwork, 
lumber and plywood - protects against insects as well as controlling 
sap stain and mold, and dimensional changes. Leaves clean, paint-
able surface. 
Permatox 10-S - Water soluble chemical, for effective and economical 
control over sap stain and mold in green lumber, both softwoods and 
hardwoods. 
Dowicides - Dowicide G, for protection against decay, mold and ter-
.. . ..... . 
mite attack in fibreboard and insulating materials. Dowicide H, for 
·. , r:q:Ag,J,~si.stant chemical control of sap stain and mold in green lumber. 
CHAPMAN CHEMICAL COMPANY 
333 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago L Illinois 
Branches In 
Charlotte Houston Los Angeles Memphis St. Paul 
Spokane New Orleans New York Portland 
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Giles, William, '41, Nashwauk, Minn. ·~ .--7Harmon, Marvin, '38, Address unknown. 
Gillis, James R., '11, 507 - 57th St. S., Tacom~Wash. Harris, S. Grant, Jr., '12, Page and Hill Post and 
Gilmore, Lloyd, '40, U.S.F.S., Zig Zag; Oregon. Pole Co., 1017 Plymouth Building, Minneapolis, 
Gjerlow, Atle, '15, Augustinas 1225, Pisci 6, Santiago . ~ Minnesota. 
de Chile, South America. V Hartupee, Charles H., '27, Address unknown. 
Gjertson, Joseph 0., '38, V.S.F.S., Twisp,, Wash. H;irvey, Hatty G., '28, 6.418 N., Albany Ave., Chi-
Goldberg, Hyman M., '26, U.S.F.S., Madison Bldg., cago, Ill. 
Milwaukee 3, Wis. Hass, Howard C., '37, S.C.S., West Salem, Wis. 
Goodmonson, Paul N., '45, Forester, Crown-Zellerbach ' rfatle, Orville J., '42, Bonifas Lbr. Co., Iron Mountain, 
Paper and Pulp Co., Vernonia, Oregon. Mich. 
VGordon, Joseph, '24, Address unk .. nown. Hauge, Adolph G., '11, Forest Supervisor, U. S. Indian 
Goudy, Robert L., '37, Deceased:--killed in action. \ Service, Hoquian, Wash. ~ ~Grady, William, '42, Address unknown. • Ffaughom, Andrew, '41, Oak Knoll, inneapolis, Minn. 
Grafton, Cuthbert F., '37, c/o Chapman Chemical Co., · Hauser, George W., '18, As$ista Football Coach, 
Inc., Pere ,IV!arquette Bldg., New'Orleans, La. '-.. .. University of Minnesota MlfS /l/,/,1 1;,:1. 
Graham, Samuel A., '14, School of Forestry and Con- I Hautala, Arthur E., '41, 1503 Pine St., Brainerd, Minn. 
servation...Universit)' of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. ' Hautala, Elmer, '41, 1503 Pine St., Brainerd, Minn. 
Granros, Ciilf,ton B., '.31,. 301 Fayal Road, Eveleth, Haven, Ross, '33, 1727 Wesley Ave., St. Paul, Minn. 
Minn. Hawkins, Guy Walker, ')7, Randolph Farm Bureau 
/-Gra11t<-A~~aait,"~·AT Co-op., Sparta, JU.. ~:-B:''"' e:,\\ ~ yriawkinson, Arthur L., '35, Address tmknown. 
. Grant, Albert F., '28, Owatonna.. ~inn. '::l' Hawkinson, Carl, '15, Supt. of Parks, Virginia, Minn. 
, .· ~ ;fh)- Gra_num, B~d '.-'!., '45,- D~1'~: .of .Conservation, Div.~ f!aworth, Robert, .. ·.131 Oakland, Calif. ! J-01'°~ o~Laail- llmc::al~ BemidJ1,.,Minn. z~ l/!!edland, Rutven E., 34, Address unknown. 
'--.:...--- Grapp! Lloyd;' '21, U.S.F.S., Federal ~ldg., Milwaukee* Helges~n, .R~rt(~-~O, 3124 Third Ave. S., Minne-
W1s. -(. apohs, Minn. -lJ' 
Graupman, Wilbert, '41, Pia~, Minn.· . / ~ ~nchel, Norman, '13, Address unknown. 
Gray, Donald M., '31, Vernon Center, Mil)J1. 'IP") Henderson, James, '36, Americ os_Qting: .Co; .. ~ 
Graves, Ralph L., :35, .S.F.S. . · . b"- . . Bogalusa, La. t.DCJ /vli5,.~issif,PL lfv_e.i) 
Grawbow, R. H., 20, ... .,~15-16 St., ford, ; Hendrickson, . 1 ton ., , 3421 W. 2nd St./Diitiit!i;-
-~ Ind: .M) ?-'?]<t Pr; rfI,e.:. • A · 1• ~!VIinn. W"'Greg['Donald .'40, :AQdress nnt'~.11..Ave, .5T "-'-> ,f.1,~ 't:ffllfY, Edward, '39, Deceased-killed in_.,.action. 
Griffin, Thomfs", '13, 3529 Hmiboldt Ave. S., Miniu::._ enty, Le~lie .G., '26, Addressv-unknown':'" c .. 
_apolis, .~inn. (~~her, Louis .~·;._ '39, 4JI .I barles~ St., -St:- l!aul, 
Grigg, Wilham J., '31, 108 E. Che~ut St., Virginia, ~- B»y ti""-; llor-fh Qe;flo/i O~q. 
Minn. : Herion, George A, '34, Yakima Indian Agen(y, Top- { 
Gruenhagen, Richard, '38, Dowicide Division, D!>'I\' pinish, Wash. I 
Chemical Co., Midland, Mich. :<,-f-,,J{.Assl Cn. o1 .,,.<.~ . Hern.yak, Michael, '39, 401 W. Maple St., Chisholm, 
VGustafson, Chi:ilmer W., '41, U.S.F,S.,-".Th'timpsoJ.. Falls, ~ ~;, Minn. , . 
Mont.. N, · B.P.'I, /:).() A 11c,horc<f'<"' 4 , Hess, Joseph, 40, 297 N. Chatsworth, St. Paul, Minn. 
--Gustafson, Ggorge J.:.1. '39, 9iief-Veife'stet,,Sinni1ilippi < Higgins, Donald, '38; Shevlin-Hixon Lbr. Co., 936 
~,Oregon;:m.· · 'f< 
1
. Delaware Ave., Bend, Oregon. 
Haap~la, Miiolo J., '38, 219 - 2nd St. N., Virginia, ? ,I Hill, Le~n 0., '33, U.S.F.S., Cibola National Forest, 
Mmn. • / Mont1cello, N. M. 
Hagen, Alvin T., '37, Room 632, Appraisers Bldg., 1 Hiller, Robert, '38, American Cyanamid Co., 30 Rocke-630 Sansome St., San Francisco, Calif. ; , .feller Plaza, New York, N. Y. 
Hagen, Howard, '38, c/o Superior Wood Products Co., 1· 1 Hoar, Walter G., '24, Shell Lake, Wis. . 
Duluth, Minn. . 1 Hodgman, Arthur W., '12, U.S.F.S., Box 2456, Ketchi-
Hahn, Dewey, V., '35, S.C.S., Jordan, Minn. ' kan, Alaska. 
Hahn, Vernon, '41, Am. Scand. Foundation, 116 E. ofmann, J. V., '11~ Department of Forestry, State 
64th St., New York. City, or Sverige Amerika Stif- College, Raleigh, N. C. Cr; 
telsen, Gr~~fegatan 16, ,StockhOlm, Sweden. Hogdal, Virgil, '40, Constance, Minn., aiM:i Superior 
---;) Hall, (H'owara\§1 '13, 2174 Fairmount Blvd., Eugene, _National Forest, Tofte, Minn. 
· Ofegon. · Holberg, Wayne, '40, 717 S.E. Erie, Minneapolis, Minn. 
Hall, Wilson B., '35, 513 - 4th St. S.E., Minneapolis, ,I/Holbrook, Edward L., '35, Address unknown. 
Minn. · Holmberg, Ralph E., '27, Deceased. . 
Hallin, William, '29, California Forest Expt. Station, Holt, Ted· M., '34, Asst. Forester, Indian'. Service, Red •• 
331 Giannini Hall, Berkeley, Calif. Lake, Minn. 
Hallock, Hiram ]., '42, aoute 3, Madison 5, Wis. Homola, Jerome P., '2'8, U.S.F.S., Remet, -Minn. 
Halvorson, George M., '28, Western-~e_ftric'Co., Min- . Horn, Arthur G., '33, Lake States Forest Experiment 
neapolis, Minn. Res, 1 ~'.l?-o-!)..~ f1VE,5o. Hip:>(., Station,-lJ!lWetsity.Farm, St. Paul, Minn. Halverson, Harlow, '38, Div ... of Agric., ECq;i,, Uni-· HortQrt,, Ger11ld, S., '27, Horton Paint and Wallpaper 
versity Farm, St. R.aul, Minn. ' Store, 1513 Center St., Pekin, Ill . 
.. ]-Iamilton, Carl L., '11, Deceased. Hosfield, R.~~~~· '.11~ Owatonna, 
Vlia{pilton, Hubert D., "23, Address unknown. Minn. 5.,J'/z_£a..iTzvr;i/;:,~ · 
Hamilton, William C., '37, Hubbard's South Coast Co., Hovind, James ., 36, District Ranger Station, Wau-
Newport zB-4';.Calif. · 13.,;;;.~1,., saukee, Wis. 
Hamm, PhilipC;"38 Laucks Division, Monsanto Chem- Huckenp:ihkr, Bernard J., '31, Associate Forester, Siv-
·~--~al Co., Seattle, Wash. · 1.L_ ley St., Oxford, Mis$. 
Hannay, William D., '43, Camden Sta., Route 5, Min- ..,.Hugill, Robert, '39, Address ·unknown. 
neap'olis 12, Minnesota. , v'Hultengren, Richard Q., '3?, c/o M. & 0. Paper Co., 
Hansen, Henry L., '35, -4• F'eFestr, DivisieA1 eterm- ! 1 lnternati0nal Falls, Minn. 
College, Cle uA, S ~- Di1/, 05 !='or.\ UY>r\/,F;,.~,/~'-..-Hunt, Robley W., '31, Fish and Wildlife Service; Ne- fq 
Hanson, E. Arnold, '37, U.S.F.S., Carson City, Nev. ~--"!.'!£> cedah, Wis., or Sand Lake Ref .... Columbia, S. D. 1.~' 
Hanson, Ross C., '40, 23640 W. River Rd., Gro'sse Isle, vfi:untley, Phillip L., '39, North St.ii Timber Co., First 
Mich. · and Am. Nat. )3ank Bldg., Duluth 2, Minn. 'R"e~. 
4 ] (. / O /\/. I¥?• , iv e, e;,, Du I u ih.. ' 
* ~v'.-t\ ~'""1 "-1;},,_.:. .Jer.::Js, Hlf'· Her1cAr\1 1 Lesli~ E.) ~47>_ 2-:,es,7 Sc.vc.r-f\1 J Rd.1 irP~ul /\1111..i. <.'.!.- 1~ \1,,,_ ... ,_, • .__,.J ) ~~~'~_,,)·~;h~ ~~ --- l 
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ARMCHAIR LOGGER 
is a trade term that refers 
to a logger who is long oa 
big talk and short on pro-
duction perlorma.ace. 
• 
YOU DON'T -FIND Armchair Loggers among 
THE TIMBERMAN'S readers •... What you do find is the 
top production, management and directing personnel in the 
plywood, box, woodworkfug, sawmilling and logging fields. 
Hundreds of logging engfueers, sawmill engineers, operat-
ing heads and managers in the forest products industry 
formed the habit--:w.hile still in their university and 
college days--to depend, month after month, upon every 
issue of THE TIMBERMAN to bring them information 
and ideas on new methods, new practices and new proced-
ures developed in all major departments of the industry. 
THE TIMBERMAN'S editorial staff travels thousands of 
miles each month to briQg you the latest in pictures and 
text directly from on-the-job observations and reports. 
You will benefit greatly in your career by making every 
number of THE TIMBERMAN a "must" in your reading 
ands~dy. 
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Strimling, Harry H., '28, 1008 Goodrich Ave., St. Paul, For. Exp. Sta., New Orleans, La. 
Minn. ' ·~all, David, '39, 1214 S. 2nd St., Stillwater, Minn. 
Stritman, Harry R., '32, 1325 Girard Ave. No., Minne- Wackerman, Albert, '21, Box 4744, Duke Forest School, 
apolis, Minn., or Minneapolis Public Library, Minne- Durham, N. C. 
apolis, Minn. Wagle, Robert F., '40, Gen. Delivery, Elma, Wash. 
Stroebe, Harry J., '41, Fish and Gave Div., Wisconsin Wagner, Roy G., '32, Asst. For. Supt., Shasta N. F., 
Cons. Dept., State Ollice Bldg., Madison, Wis. Mc. Shasta, Calif. 
Stuart, Alice, '33, (in St. Paul 2/15/47). Walker, Dodd, '38, N.·P. R.R., Duluth, Minn. 
Sturtevant, Arthur W., '35, 9.17 - 22nd Ave., Minne- r:allin, Carl, '40, Grantsburg, Wis. 
apolis, Minn. angaard, Frederick F., '33, Yale School of Forestry, 
Sunday, Clarence W., '23, 4032 - 11th St., Des Moines, 205 Prospect St., .New Haven, Conn. 
Iowa. Watterberg, Phillip ]., '34, Box 253, Holdredge, Nebr. 
Suori, Eino R., '38, 106 8.Yz St. S., Virginia, Minn. 1 WattS, Paul K., '26, 2720 Kipling Ave., St:. Louis Park, 
Swan~ck, Herbert J.,, 3048
1
- 5,th Ave . ..,.S., Minneapolis, Minn .. (N. W. ,Bell Teleph1on~ ,Co.) . 05ST Tr~. , ! Minn. 'Sur/t, '5u,,,,f,1le:Ji·~p1. . Webb, Wilham L., 35, .Ra811 , .JHl bfe:S.p·r~.,::~ 
Swanson, Herbert W., '!~Kimberly-dark Paper Co., New York State College of Forestry, Syracuse, N. Y."' 
Nee. nah, Wis. \JH~ C''ti4rr4";{-' re) Weber, Henry, '11, State Forester, State.Office Bldg., 
S Jt E ' o~:~; ... h -K s p I s p lf M' weeney, n -·"'44_, _,.__ CJ<_ qy_e., .t. -gm, t. au;.c.J , inn. Minn. ~ • • IS""-'i ..i- • W · Weber, Jolin, 41, Deceased. 
Sword, Clifford Wayne, '3 , Asst. Supervisor, Lower Weber, Warren, '39, 24 S. 77th St., Belleville, Ill. 
Mich. National Forests, 407 Stimson St., Cadillac, Welch, Douglas C., '4Q,,~···€1w'4l St, btCwsse, 
Mich. i ~- C.~ief-Jvir.r~~,;;,,l Venee.r-J>i:s;:,s~,..vi'c,, 
Talbert, Walter W.i.,. '43, ~ro~ect for~ster, .U.S.F.S., \ Wellberg, Ernest T.,1 '31, U.S.f'.S., Tofte, Minn. ·-,IC". 
"':1arshall, Tex";5. 1\~-s., 11.D.~ C1r<::,e'Pr'rf'. . \ Wellein, Edward, '39, Grand Rapids, Minn. ~~ 
Taplm, Jame~., 38, 799 S. Smith Sh St. Paul, Mmn. I Wesig, Carl 0., '24, 1456 Branstoh St., St. Paul 8, L 
Taylor, John".39/ •~::21&-ManhaU Ave., Sf'~l, 1 \ Minn. · ... Mmn;C.,,,,s" 1'da-"teJ C.hippewa.4qe .... C'(, L<>-SS !...a "=' 1·r~ w·11 d E '40 M' F s . Bl k 1 
- Ti.... ·R be ,40 T 1 hone , d Pb '-C D I ' :, est, 1 ar ., , 1nnesota ~ erv1ce, ac . ~--e1tgen, ? rt, , e ep e an wer o., e a- , • duck, Minn. (!f!f~-C --... .. _ {,, 
T vhen,LaWis. ,38 Ad' C l'f ' hite, Keith, '39, Address un own. rt!"• Fur.>ri ure /Jf~ ere , wrence, , 10, a 1 . Wh' Ch I • A · 'A-~----.(1- • -~ ,... <.A Tesaker, Arvid, '30, S.C.S., Benzonia, Mich. ite, ares, 39, merican a nut ssn.,,ACh1cago, < 
Teth, Joseph, '38, Eveleth, Minn. /. Ill. c; 
Thayer, Burton W., '22, U. S •. Plywood Co., 2309 Car- Whitehill, Benjamin M., '28, U.S.F.S., Meeker, Colo. ~ 
ter Ave., St. Paulj_ MinnoX) ~hitchurch, Gale M., '26, Address unknown. V 
Thiry, Carl N., '37, 433 Fuller ('we., St. Paul, Minn. Whit_ney, Fenton G., '27, Asst. Sueprvisor, R~-,.;, J. 
Thomas, Ral~h D~ford, Jr., 29, 902 - 7th St. S.E., i River Nat. For., Medford, Oregon. _ \:}) <: 
Mmneapohs, Mmn. Whiton Arthur '21 Chicago Mill and Lumber Co n. 
Thompson, M., '37, Winton Lbr. Co. Kamloops, British Chi~ago, Ill.' ' ., 
Columbia, Canada. Weinstein, Yale, '37, c/o 259 Fuller Ave., St. Paul, 
vThomson, Roy B., '25, Duke School of Forestry, Dur- Minn. 
ham, N. C. Wiese, Clarence A., '30, 411 N. 8th St., Watertown, 
Thorsen, Del Walker, '36, U.S.F.S., Mena, Ark. Wis. 
Tierney, Dillon P., '06, 126 S. Wheeler, St. Paul, Minn~ Wiggin, Gilbert H., '13, Robinson Experiment Sub-
;Tilden, Floyd H., '23, Address n,nkn&Wtt. !&.«.>'I ::J..,fr(. ' ''"'"· Station, Quicksand, Ky. 
' ;..:~ , ,. L(· /'v/ r ~1 J.--1 o<,~ '""Wr,,1;., C 
'--· ·" - '· . [ ~4] ' ~''"f':i ·~f /,;i,',.e.,• r.:: "fc,:,I Off ,'{;c ''. 
__,, 
0 
"- I I • 
VJo,,l-z.. 1 Frl{'-t k J:, ~\3;,) Bo'f. 2szJ sq!<fJe'JMP, 
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THE H. A. ROGERS COMPANY 
815 Marquette A venue, Minneapolis. Minn. 
ATlantic 2247 
Surveying Equipment ' 
Drafting Supplies 
BLUEPRINTS --- PHOTOCOPIES 
Ozalid Distributors 
Ship Your RAW FURS to 
ROSE BROS. FUR CO. 
Reliable for 93 Years 
237 East Sixth Street St. Paul 1, Minnesota 
MINNEAPOLIS BLUEPRINTING CO. 
523 Second Ave. South. Minneapolis. Minn. 
MAin 5444 
ENGINEERING SUPPLIES 
Measuring Devices Drafting Instruments 
Agents for Keuffel & Esser Co. of New York 
LYNN-MAR JEWELERS 
Watches - Diamonds - Jewelry 
512 Jewelers Exchange Building - 627 First Avenue North 
BRidgeport 4522 
Orville Gottlieb - Falldin Post, Am. Leg. 555 
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Winkler, Waldemar A., '36, 1331 E. 11th St., Duluth, 
Minn. 
Williams, David M., '29, U.S.F.S., 801 Gay St., 
Susanville, Calif. 
~illiams, Donald T., '11, Address unknown. 
Williamson, Lyman 0., '37, Northeast Fisheries Head-
quarters, Woodruff, Wis. 
Williamson, Mako!~ ]., '37, District Forester, Mercer, 
Wis. 
Wiljamaa, Leo E., '34, Eagle Bend, Minn. 
Wilson, Earl G., '27, Nursery Supt., U.S.F.S., Chilli-
cothe, Ohio. - - , 
Wilson, Lawrence L., '37, Deceased. (i<.,2./ ~ 
Wilson, Robert, '12, ~loilfilvl,-San Fernando, 
Calif. 
Wilson, Walter G:, '25, U.S.F.S., Manistique, Mich. 
Winne_i:,_!-ee B., '43,,Seagralfls (see Curr.) 
,/Wlsllart, · JOhn;·..,~C:rossett Lbr. Co., Route l, Wil-
l
, mar, Ark. 
Withee, Orville A., '40, 4 ID SEandish-A¥e. S., l\<liAae-
apglis5 M" a. u-sr==s, Pr-i11ev/l/e, Dreq, 
Wittenkamp, Richard, '30, Wisconsin Conservation 
Dept., Madison, Wis. 
Wogensen, Adolph K., '29, U.S.F.S., Mt. View, Wyo. 
Wood, Raymond J., '38, Extension Forester, University 
\ Farm, St. Paul, Minn . 
--~ 
n R l,r ''-17 'Pofp.i-? .. f'""l(e:Sc4r(~' hih~ lj)cocx, 60L, , 1 ·1 
Woodford, Reinold T., '30, 928 E. Lawson St., St. '-t 
Paul, Minn. -~ : 
Woolery, Ronald Jay, '31, 2391 Chilcombe Ave., St. ~ 
Paul 8, Mi'.f.; f! S PS _'Pa.sca}1 k>:., Ca., }1".L 
/Wuoltee, Alden"'·39,,,,..,.*eaoer.)11le, Cahf. '-' o' 
Wyatt, Charles Gordon, '36; U.S.F.S., Dist. Ranger, 
Centennial, Wyo. (''/, '?. Wyman, Hiram, '15 Hollister, Calif..- "( ru ~ 
Young,]. P,aul, 'l,L 6913 -3.lt;nfue. S.W.,\Seiftte 6, 
Wash. ( '" L ~.vu"- rotn 11 nC Se. r-VI ce .J 
Y cungers, Paul Wm., '23, Globe Indemnity Co., 201 
Sansome ... St., San Francisco, Calif. 
Y ounggren, Russell A., '33, Ga p S.€5.fi 'W\'h 8, 
Beverly, W. Va. 
Zabel, Robert" A., '38, Dept. of Botany, New York 
School of Fores,try, Syracuse, N. Y. 
Zamor, Norbert, '41, New Brighton, Minn. 
Zaucke, William, '41, Baudett~, Minn. 
Zeff, Milton E., '35, 131 Y, Fairfield Ave., St. Paul, 
Minn. 
Ziegler, Karl F., '34, 312 W. 11th Ave., Mitchell, S. D. 
Zierke, Edward A., '26, 1678 Selby St., St. Paul, Minn. 
Zietlow, Richard, '38, 1322 Thomas St., St. Paul, Minn. 
Zillgitt, Walter M., '32, Lake States Forest Experiment 
Station, Dukes, Mich. 
. "---%Jc:,"'eFh E., Se"-'t"'"' +soY\~,1 .... c...i L.iu1slf';t/e /, l<j 
~ajor l\obinson ~tuarbtb ~ostbumouslp 
Last year's Peavey was dedicated to those 
Minnesota students and alumni who gave 
their lives during World War II. 
We are sorry to have to add one more 
alumnus to our already lengthy list. Ex-
cerpts from a posthumous citation received 
recently appear below. 
Major Winfield N. Robinson ('28) was 
posthumously awarded the Distinguished 
Service Cross by the commanding general 
of the U. S. Army forces in the Pacific. 
"On or about 5 February 1942, Major 
Robinson, commanding the 1st battalion, 
11th infantry, Philippine army, repeatedly 
performed acts of personal heroism at great 
risk to his life while making personal recon-
naissance of Japanese positions in Bataan, 
Philippine Islands. 
"Major Robinson personally neutralized 
enemy fire. His leadership so inspired his 
troops under his command that they im-
mediately thereafter drove to their objective. 
Throughout the campaign to defend the 
Philippines from 8 December, 1941, to the 
surrender of Bataan on 9 April, 1942, this 
officer displayed the highest soldierly quali-
ties of combat leadership, loyalty, and self-
sacrifice." 
Major Robinson, a native of New Bed-
ford, Mass., was a graduate of the Univer-
sity of Minnesota. Prior to entering the 
army he was with the forestry department 
of the U. S. Indian Service, and in this ca-
pacity spent a number of years at the Chero-
kee Agency. • 
In April, 1942, Major Robinson was taken 
prisoner by the Japanese and held by them 
until he died from starvation and exposure 
on January 18, 1945, aboard the Japanese 
prison ship known as the "Hell ship." 
The following statistics, which should be of interest· to alumni and students 
alike, were compiled from the reports of 165 alumni who sent in news items to 
the Peavey office. 
Service in World War II: 45 served m the Army, 17 served m the Navy, 
4 served in the Marines. 
Employment: 70 are employed by the United States or State governments, 
40 are employed in forest industries, 39 are employed in non-related fields, 16 are 
teaching or doing graduate work. 
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Will protect your home and £arm buildings from 
fire; ideal for forest, grass and grain field fires. Only 
clear water used. Great for spraying whitewash,dls-
en£ectants, and any garden spraying. 5-i;allon tank 
carries easily on back. Shoots 30 to 50 £t. pressure 
stt'eam or nonle adjusts {or spray. Duilt stron::, will 
last for years. Inexpensive ••• Send for free catalog. 
D. B. SMITH & CO. 603 MAIN ST. UTICA 2, N. Y, 
II Letter From. fin Alumnus • • • 
Gentlemen: 
Sure I want a Peavey. 
The account of my job, family, experiences, 
etc., etc., you will find on the attached sheet. 
Enclosed also find $1.50 as subscription .... 
I have beaten off the Colliers, American, Saturday 
Evening Post, Liberty, Whiz Bang, and Snappy 
Stories, but you can't beat the technique of a for-
ester. 
Peavey is about the only way I have of keep-
ing up with developments at the schooh It also 
keeps me in touch with my Minnesota friends in the 
field. 
Sincerely yours, 
Joseph Doaks 
Class of '27 
THE PEAVEY IS A BOND OF FELLOWSHIP BETWEEN ALL MINNESOTA FORESTERS 
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Conclusion 
We started out by trying to please every-
body, but it whittled down to pleasing our-
selves. If, in so doing, we have produced a 
chuckle, recalled the name of an old buddy, 
or put you mentally back on your <(forty", 
then our self-appeasement was not m vam. 
Any reference to persons or places familiar 
to you was purely by intention . 
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